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(virtually always taught by our tenured 






Legislation and Regulation 
Legal Practice 
Other required courses: 
Constitutional Law 
Transnational Law 
16 CLINICS, WHERE STUDENTS CAN 
BEGIN APPEARING IN COURT AND 
REPRESfNTING CLlfNTS AS fARL Y 
H EMESTE:R 
Child Advocacy Law 
Child Welfare Appellate 
Civil-Criminal Litigation 
(includes landlord-tenant, consumer fraud, 
civil rights, discrimination, immigration) 
Civil Mediation 
Community and Economic Development 
Criminal Appellate Practice 
Entrepreneurship 
Environmental Law 





Low Income Taxpayer 
Pediatric Advocacy 
Unemployment Insurance 
(for second-semester 1 Ls) 
Part of Michigan Law's heritage as one 
of the nation's great public institutions is 
a long tradition of serving the public in a 
variety of ways. To celebrate 150 years 
of producing lawyers committed to public 
service, we launched a voluntary 50-hour 
Pro Bono Pledge in 2009. Since then, our 
students have completed almost 45,000 
hours of pro bona work; in the last academic 
year alone, 189 students participated, and 
80 students completed their pledge. 
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STATES REPRESENTED MEDIAN GPA 
43 
2014-15 ANNUAL TUITION 
!RESIDENT! 














FOREIGN COUNTRIES REPRESENTED 
14 
MINORITY 
i 53% 9 Yo 
BREAKDOWN OF JOBS BY SECTOR 
(2013 GRADS) 
Judicial Clerkship 13% 
EMPLOYMENT 9 MONTHS 
AFTER GRADUATION 
(2013 GRADS) 




Did you know? To generate the same dollars that Law School Fund donors 
collectively gave in fiscal year 2014 would require more than $70 million in 
additional endowment money. 
FY14 Operating Expenses 
FY14 Total Gifts 




The Law School Fund is the oldest annual fund at the University of Michigan, and gifts to the Fund 
impact all aspects of the Law School's mission . The Law School Fund supports Michigan Law's traditional 
strengths while also providing seed funds that allow the Law School to capitalize on new opportunities. 
University General Fund Support 1 
1% · " 






& Other Earnings 
5% 
Gifts & Endowment 
Income 
30% 
Academic Programs (clinical, 













The following donors have reached lifetime giving of $500,000 
or more to Michigan Law. 
Anonymous 
Sharyl and Alan Ackerman 
Robin and Barry Adelman 
Ann and Robert Aikens 
Benedum Foundation 
James S Berger 
Bergstrom Foundation 
Judy and Kenneth Betz 
Annette and Leo Beus 
Joan and Bruce Bickner 
Thomas Blaske and Mary Steffek Blaske 
Claire and William Bogaard 
Barbara and Lawrence Brown 
Dee and Dickson Brown 
Faith and Stephen Brown 
Samuel Bufford and Julia Metzger 
Elizabeth and Richard Burns 
Lois and Avern Cohn 
Compaq 
Geraldine Cowlin 
Nancy and Dewey Crawford 
Eileen and Robert Currie 
Isobel Degnan 
De Roy Testamentary Foundation 
Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
Kathy and Don Duquette 
Elkes Foundation 
Sabrina and Bruce Featherstone 
Ellen and Stuart Feldstein 
Janet and Robert Fiske 
Helen+ and Morgan< Fitch Jr. 
Ford Foundation 
Thomas Ford Fund 
John Frank and Diann Kim 
Frederick Furth 
Constance Godfrey 
Mary Ann and Robert Gorlin 
Sheila and Steven Hamp 
Hewlett-Packard 




Lisa and Christopher Jeffries 
Janet and William Jentes 
Lance and Jan Johnson 
Barbara Kacir 
Shirley Katcher 
WK. Kellogg Foundation 
Kirkland & Ellis 
Wallis and Robert Klein 
Wolfgang Knapp 




Marcia and L. Bates Lea 
Nadine and Michael Levitt 
Barrie and Jim Loeks 
Barbara and Robert Luciano 
Martha and Frederick Mahan 
Cindy and Kenneth McClain 
Charles T Munger 
Gregory Mutz 
Edward M. Nagel Foundation 
Carole and John Nannes 
Robert Nederlander 
Jane Nessen 
John Nickol! and Family 
Anne and Charles Niemeth 
Nippon Life Insurance Company 
Gail and Richard1 Odgers 
Carolyn and Eric Oesterle 
John M. Olin Foundation 
Jane and Ron Olson 
Carolyn and David Patterson 
Jane and Henry Pearsall 
Carroll and Mitton Petrie Foundation 
Patricia and Richard Pogue 
Patricia and Benjamin' Quigg 
Yvonne Quinn 
Suzanne Fitzsimons Reynolds 
Richard Riordan 
Robert Rosenfeld 
Sallyanne and Harold Rosenn 
Betty Hamady Sams 
Ilene Schwartz 
Randyee and Joseph; Seiger 
Jack Shuler 
Justine and George Skestos 
Danielle and George Skestos Jr. 
Mary Snapp 
Irving Stenn Jr. 
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation 
Margaret and Jack Sweet 
Shelley and Joel Tauber 
Judith Teichman 
Nancy and Arn Tellem 
Harry A. and Margaret D. Towsley 
Foundation 
Marilyn and Stefan Tucker 
Thomas Van Dyke 
Weil Gotshal 
Ronald and Janet Werhnyak 
WilmerHale 
Wayne Witkowski 
S.K. Yee Foundation 
Barbara and Stanley Zax 
Helen and Samuel Zell 
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HONOR ROLL OF DONORS 
The following alumni, listed by class year, made gifts to Michigan Law 
between July 1, 2013, and June 30, 2014. 
KEY: 
'Cavaedium Society Donor has made an annual gift of $2,500 or more to the Law School Fund. 
t Donor is deceased. 
CLASSES OF 1938 TO 1947 ADDITIONAL GIFTS $1,000+ 
TOTAL GIVING: $2,569 Charles T Alfano Gerald Bright 
Irving L. Fink Charles Hansen 
..... 1933 ..... Fred W Hall Robert W Sharp 
Philip S. Kappes ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
George X Simonetta! Lawrence B. Lindemer James B. Falahee 
Mary L. McKenny Sydney S. Friedman 
.... 1941 Thomas E. Murphy Marian E. Harper ····· Lester E. Page Herbert E. Hoxie 
Robert E. Cooper William B. Rist John M. Jones 
Paul Sislin Jerome Kaplan 
Johnnie M. Walters! John L. King ..... 1942 ..... Edward J Neithercut 
Jack H. Shuler .... 1949 ..... William R. Sturtz 
Harvey L. Weisberg 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING $72,485 Phil ip Wittenberg .. ... 1943 ..... 
$25,000+ 
William F. Aigler Avern L. Cohn ..... 1951 ..... 
L. Bates Lea 
$5,000+ TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $593,050 ..... 1945 ..... Dennis A. Darin' $500,000+ 
Philip E. Hanna $2,500+ Hugh A. Garnett 
Ralph J Isackson $2,500+ 
..... 1945 ..... $1,000+ Larry H. Snyder• Kent Chandler! $1,000+ 
Edward S. Noble John A. Galbraith Herbert M. Balin 
Carson C. Grunewald Walter L. Dean 
William J Schrenk Thomas W James 
..... 1947 ..... ADDITIONAL GIFTS ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Howard A. Jacobs Jack M Bowie Richard A Bel I 
Charles L. Levin William H. Braun Prentiss M Brown 
Hilliard J Fjord David E. Dutcher 
Palmer l Heenan Edward Elukin 
..... 1943 ..... Walter 0. Koch Richard W Henes 
John H. Platt William C Hiscock 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $251,570 D. Carlton Shull George H. Hopkins 
$100,000+ William H. Woodson! Robert L. Jones! 
Morgan L. Fitch Jr.'* Richard M. Kaplan 
..... 1950 ..... Warren H. Kawin $10,000+ Irwin Lapping 
Claude M Pearson* Richard S. Marx 
$2,500+ TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $11,700 Robert M. Muir 
Frank H. Roberts* $5,000+ Albert J Ortenzio 
James C. Mordy Robert L. Richardson 
11-CAVA E D I U~vl SOCIETY JI toECEASt:D 
Robert B. Seeley 
Melvyn J Stauffer 
James E. Townsend 
Lloyd J Tyler 
..... 1952 ..... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $42,127 
$25,000+ 




Richard W. Bill ings* 
Robert P. Tiernan 
$1,000+ 
Kiehner Johnson 
John H. Kunkle 
Joseph G. Wee 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Thomas D. Allen 
Joseph C. Balich 
Frances E. Bilmes 
Willard L. Boyd 
Thomas C. Ceci I 
William A. Clark 
John J Douglass 
Loeb H. Granoff 
Martin R. Lewis 
John M. Longway 
William J Marcoux 
Joseph R. McDonald 
Philip G. Meengs 
John R. Milligan 
Burton Perlman 
Clark A. Shanahan 
Ralph Sosin 
Donald J Veldman 
Robert F Vl/illiams 
Louis E. Wirbelt 
John W Woodard 
..... 1953 ..... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $38,626 
$10,000+ 
William K. Davenport* 
$5,000+ 
H. Donald Hawkins* 
Robert A. Johnston ' 
$2,500+ 
John B. Bruff* 
$1,000+ 
James W Cailison 
Richard M. Donaldson 
John B. Houck 
John S. Slavens 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Robert S. Beach 
William A. Beckett 
Martin L. Boyle 
Michael C. Clemente 
James L. Conley 
Roger E. Davis 
Albert L. Feldman 
Richard F. Fox 
James L. Gault 
Clarence Hudson 
Bernard Hulkower 
John F. Ingraham 
Frederick D. Johnson 
William A. Joselyn 
Herbert M Leiman 
Herbert L Meschke 
R. Wyatt Mick 
Donald J Miller 
Kenneth G. Stevens 
Richard M. Treckelo 
Warren K. Urbom 
Robert T Wall 
Charles W Wexler 
Carl R. Withers 









$10,000+ John F. Kruger .. .. 19b8 .... ..... 1959 ... ..... 1954 ····· John R. Worthington' Thomas A. Lazaroff 
Roger H. Oetting 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $36,996 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $247,318 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $5,000+ Nathan K. Parker 
$100,000+ James W Beatty* $10,000+ S1 ,154,483 Robert () Rosenman 
KurtJ Wolff' Frederick P Furth $500,000+ $2,500+ Donald W Shaffer 
$50,000+ Richard M. Adams* Lawrence W Sperling $5,000+ Robert B. Aikens 
Robert E. Baker* Edwin S Taylor Ronald L. Dalman Joei D. Tauber $100,000+ 
$1,000+ Dale W VanWinkle S2,500+ $10,000+ CD Raymond M. Champio11" 
Sanford B. Hertz Charles G. Wil liamson Rainer R. Weigei* John P Williams* 
(Jl 
f'" $2,500+ 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Murray Yolles 
$1,000+ $5,000+ CD Karl E. Braunschneider' 
Khalid A. Al-Shawi Norman A. Zi lber 
Jack N. Fingersh Stanley N. Bergman' 
C.71 Lawrence L. Bullen' 
John W Bauknecht Robert J Hoerner Edward Bransilver· 
CD 
~ou is Perlmutter' 
Richard W Young* 
Earl E. Borradaile 
19'7 Thomas W Hoya .. .. Q .... 
Mark Shaevsky 
$1 ,000+ Norman I. Brock Gerald W Padwe Paul B. Campbell Lawrence I. Brown 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $70,725 ADDITIONAL GIFTS $2,500+ Ray B. Marglous Frank 8. Cori 
Paul W. Brown James T Funaki ' Theodore J St Antoine Ivan M. Forbes $50,000+ 
Robert E. Brown Scott Hodes* Malcolm J Sutherland Harvey A. Howard Frederick Mahan 
Wiliiam H. Burkhart Jerome B. Libin · Robert T Winston Berna rd /\. Ka nnen $10,000+ 
Marion B. Burton John E. Schippel* ADDITIONAL GIFTS Robert H. Levan Dwight 1-1. Vincent 
Byron J Cook $1 ,000+ Nola Allen Joseph F. Maycock 
Sl.000+ Robert H. Elliott John fvl Barr R. William Barker Martin S. Packard Lee N .. l\brams Joseph A. Gemignani Thomas A. Dieterich Robe11 H. Bloom Clifford W Prince George J Caspar Charles D. Gerlinger James B. Feibel Stephen A. Bromberg Anthony F Ringold John H. Fildew John W Gilbert Stanley Hirt Carl J. Character Morton M. Scult Mary A. Hartung Phi lip G. Gillespie Frank D. Jacobs Charles H. Cleminshaw Edward l. Vandenberg Cyri I Moscow Hanley M. Gurwin J Lee Murphy Howard A. Cole 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS John T Hammond George S Tulloch Julius Denenberg 
1956 ··· ·· Jacob Bernstein Peter H. Hay Frank K. Zinn Jerry A. Donley ..... 
James A. Humphreys 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Hugo E. Braun Edwin M. Ootten 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $631,158 Phillip C Broughton Theodore M. Hutchison 
Blair D. Benjamin David D. Dowd Ra lph H. Enckson Ph illip R. Jacobus 
Stanton H. Beriin David R. Frazer $500,000+ Frederick W Fra ley Robe11 H. Kapp 
Roger P. Brnsnahan Roger K. Garfink William R. Jenies Stephen G. Fuerth Barry L. King 
Roben M Brucken Henry W. Gleiss $5,000+ Francis R. Grebe Charles H. Kivett 
Richard C Brunn Hugh G. Harness Charles A. Nelson* Kenneth H. Haynie Paul J Komives 
Edward D. Bureau 11alph E. Hayes $2,500+ Thomas J Hughes Barry L. Kro ll 
Donald W. Carl in Wi lliam G. Hyland Jack G. Armstrong ' Michael F Ke lly George E. Lohr 
Guido J Casari J Martin Wil iiam C. Cassebaum' Phi lip L. Kennedy Charles C Lundstrom 
Albert D. Cash Joseph R. Matsen Robert S. McCormick1' Sidney C Kleinman Ronald L. Mathwich 
Charles F Clippert Maclyn T Parker Edward L. Shank' Arthur F. Lamey Hannes Meyers 
David C Coey Raymond J Payne 
$1,000+ Robert A. Link Stephen Moyer 
J. Richard Emens Robert M. Radner Kenneth E. Long Willi am K. Muir 
Wiiiiam R. Evans Justin T Rogers Daniel S Guy 
Edward A. Manu"I David L. Nixon 
Lynn 'N Fromberg John F Shantz 
John A. Kel ly 
Frank R. Morris Charles L. Pe~en 
Malcolm H. Fromberg Myron M. Sheinfeld John H. McDermott David L. Nelson David L. Rollins 
Wa llace M. Handler Henry R. Smitter Charles B. Renfrew Howard N. Nemerovski Richard S Rosentha l 
Garrett M. Heher Bradford Stone ADDITIONAL GIFTS James M. Porter Elmer C Rudy 
Wolfgang Hoppe John P Van Eenenaam Hugh R. Braun Thomas F Quinn Gera ld M. Smith 
James P Kenneclv William H. Vobach Herbert R. Brown Da le W. Rhoades Robert S. Sugarman 
Frank J Kinn John K. VonLackum John C. Cary John T. Rogers Thomas G. Thornburf 
Waiter W. Kocher Stanley R. Weinberger Wiiliarn F. Crockett Robert S Rosenfeld Emmet E. Tracy 
Lawrence J La Brie Walter R. Denison Richard A. Scheer Theodore M. Utchen 
Paul M Ladas 1955····· 
Glenn S. Denn is 
Byron L. Sparber Spyros N. Vlachos 
Edwin C Land is 
..... 
Marvin Dubrinsky 
Jerome K. Walsh Mar1in Waxman 
Wayne Leengran Daniel P Ernst A Duncan Whitaker Wiibert L. Ziegler 
Lawrence E. Levine 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $128,775 Donald R. Ford 
Wa lter F Wolf 
Ronald J Under $100,000+ Eugene H. Gilmartin L. Bennett Young 
Nichoias A Longo Robert B. Fiske Edward A. Hansen' 
Gerald B. Helman Peter S. Lucyshyn 
James S Hilboldt Melvyn I. Mark 
Richard A. Jones 
10 ... CAVAEDI UH ;;>OC IE T'r // tryc :::..c... SED 
Leroy M:d1ae: 
Robert F Mitchell 
David A. N81son 
James A Park 
John F. Powell 
George R. Richards 
JL. Robinson 
Leonard B. Scrworrz 
David Y Smith 
Ronald J. St Onge 
George C. Stewart 
Edward B. StuliJerg 
Robert 0 Volpe 
Robert M. Vorsa :-1ger 
. . . . 1 960··· 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING; $74,774 
$10,000+ 
James S. 82rger' 
John F ~l ic kol! • 
Joe! N. Simon 
$5,000+ 
Georqe H. Lennon' 
$2,500+ 
Robert J Paley* 
$1,000+ 
Thom<.s R. Beierle 
Roger W Findley 
Thomas E. KaL1per 
Joseph D. Whiteman 
Kent E. Whittaker 
Clay R. \Nilliams 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Robert W. App!eford 
William G. Bale 
John C Baumgartner 
David A Benner 
Robert L. Bomba11gh 
Stanley D. Brown 
Barbara A Burt 
John F Burton 
Ralph D. Butler 
Charles N. Dewey 
Seymour N. Dubrinsky 
Peter F. Eld 
Robert J Ernrnons 
Harry A Gaines 
Jerome J. Graham 
Robert T Grey 
Douglas J Hill 
Clinton C House 
Dudley Hughes 
Mark V Klosterman 
William M Lane 
Robert J Margo!in 
Richard H. May 
David H. McCown 
Russe ll A McNair 
Gordon G. Myse 
G. Masashi Nakano 
C,'\Vii.ED IUM SOCIETY/!~ DECEASED 
Robert L. Segar 
Herman S Siqueland 
Leonard W Smith 
H. David Soet 
Gienn Sperr1 
Fred S Stei~gold 
John M. Tooriey 
Wi:l1am f' Vogel 
David B. Weisman 
.... 1961 .. ... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVINGc $68,500 
$10,000+ 
Gregor N. N61f 
James M. Tra pp 
Stanley R. Zax* 
$5,000+ 
Wiliiam Y Webb* 
$2,500+ 
A:thur R. Gaud;' 
$1,000+ 
James N. J\dler 
Phillip S Brown 
Wii!iam S Farr 
Barry I. Fredericks 
James A. Hourih2n 
Richard M. Leslie 
George A Mathewson 
Michae: B. Mclearn 
Henry 8. Pearsall 
Thomas 0. Pickett 
John E. Porter 
Hanson S Reyno lds 
Laurence M. Scoville 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Richard 0. Ballentine 
Bruce A Barnhart 
James H. Booker 
Robert L. Brooks 
Donald M. Burkhardt 
J Philip Butt 
Calvin A Campbell 
Frederic K. Conover 
James R. Cripe 
David G. Davies 
Raymond Dryma!sk1 
Wa;ren E Eag le 
John J Esposito 
John A. Fiske 
Louis Frey 
Lew:s G. Gatch 
William J. Giovan 
Stuart S. Guncke! 
James W Haugh 
Bernard Helier 
H. Russel Holland 
Frederick R. Hubbell 
Thomas E. Hunter 
Michael K!ynn 
Merwyn M. Kroll 
William A Kru pman 
Peter F Levin 
Daniel E. Lewis 
Francis C Marsano 
Richard [. McEachen 
Cecil R. Mellin 
G. Grego:y Michae: 
Alan C. Miller 
Timothy J Murtaugh 
Richard W Odgers+ 
Bruce N. Parsons 
Gerald F Rosenblatt 
Timothy F Scanlon 
Robert M. Steed 
Norton L. Steuben 
Paul S Teranes 
Robert E. Thorne 
W. Gerald Thursby 
David C Todd 
Daniel E. Tolfree 
..... 1962· · 
TOTAL CLASS GIVINGc $73,375 
$10,000+ 
Daniel E. Singer' 
James J. White ' 
$5,000+ 
Garo A. Partoyan' 
$2,500+ 
Wiliiam K. King ' 
Warren M. Ladrlon• 
Roger E. Legg' 
Wiil1am B. Rees' 
Oliver E. Seikel' 
John A. Wise ' 
$1,000+ 
Charles E. Blank 
Eben G. Crawford 
Morton L. Efron 
Edward M Grabill 
Norman ,t:; Jacobs 
Amalya L. Kearse 
C.B. Montgomery 
John R. Nichols 
Henri J. Price 
Robert B. Wessling 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Joseph M. Abele 
Martin J Ade:rnan 
Randolf H. Ai res 
Stephen H. Bard 
J Edwa1d Barth 
John A Benning 
William M. Brukoff 
Robert G. Burto~ 
Robert A Butler! 
Francis E. Collins 
Raymond E. Cornelius 
Walter T Dartland 
Robert P Davidow 
Benton S Duffett 
Frederic L. Dupre 
David L. Finkelman 
James M. F:aggert 
Michael R. Flyer 
Karl L. Gotting 
W. Philip Gray 
Philip S Hollman 
Lynne B. Johnson 
Bruce Kalom 
Alan F Kane 
Robert .A. Karbel 
David H. Katz 
Conrad W Kreger 
J. Richard Marshal : 
Malcolm E. Martin 
Robert L. Metzger 
Charles H. Miel 
Har1ey S. Morrison 
John B. Pendleton 
Richard A Prince 
Michael J. Schiff 
L. \Vii!1am Schmidt 
T1 omas P Scholier 
Stuart 0. Shanor 
Donald J Spero 
Reed F Steele 
Robert W Swain 
Roy Y Takeyama 
David P Taylor 
Thomas W. Taylor 
John J. Tirnmer 
David C. Trcicey 
Bowen H. Tucker 
Kent J. Vana 
David A. Wa tts 
Rayriond A Yost 
..... 1963 ..... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $512,793 
$100,000+ 
Stefan F. Tucker 
$50,000+ 
Robert J Currie 
Murray J. Feiwell 
$10,000+ 
Charles R. Frederickson' 
Ira J. Jaffe 
Philip SotiroW 
Peier W Williamson' 
Peter J WittkuhnsP 
$5,000+ 
Arthur V Brooks · 
Robert C. Canfield' 
Fritz Hunting* 
Herbert Kohn 
C Raymond Marvin* 
Richard K. Snyder' 
Thomas W. Van Dyke 
$2,500+ 
Stuart F. Feldstein* 
Kenneth S. Handmaker' 
Gen KaJitani' 
John B. Kemp* 
J. Thomas McCarthy' 
Lee D. Powar4 
David J Rosso' 
A Pau! Victor' 
Jackman S. Vodrey* 
$1,000+ 
William F Braeuninger 
Edward M. Do ison 
Robert Z. Feldstein 
Gerald L. Gherlein 
Richard J Higgins 
D. Michaei Kratchman 
Arthur F Lubke 
Anthony R. Michel 
Paul F Morgan 
Hugh M. Morrison 
,~llan Nachman 
Diane L. Ollson 
Aian I. Rothenberg 
James L. Shonkwi ler 
Fred ri c L. Smith 
Herbert C. Snyder 
Henry .A. Solomon 
Lawrence R. Velvel 
Scott F Zimmerman 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Suzanne Balaze Gifford 
James M. Beardsley 
Jon L. Brown 
Dae R. Bruggeman 
Philip R. Carey 
Theodore R. Cohn 
D. Sidney Condit 
James A Corrod1 
Dale 0 Cox 
Peter H. DeHaas 
Anthony E. Efremoff 
Sarah K. Efremoff 
S. Stuart Eilers 
Allen D. Evans 
Howard M. Frankenberger 
Harvey R. Friedman 
Kenneth W Graham 
Robert C Hackett 
William E. Harris 
Lawrence L. Hayes 
Jackson C. Hedges 
J Walker Henry 
Marvin J Hirn 
Howard H. Hush 
James A Jensen 
Gerald A JilJilian 
Chauncey A Kelle r 
David B. Kennedy 
Bruce T Kioppman 
William G. Lambrecht 
Joseph W Litt!e 
11 
Rosemary S. Pooler ····· 1966····· William K. Hoffman Orlin 0. Lucksted John P. Eppel Robert E. Hollenshead Ralph E. Mahowald Fred J. Fechheimer Thomas B. Ridgley 
Robert E. Hollweg J. Patrick Martin K. Michael Foley James E. Scanlon TOTAL CLASS GIVING: 
Jay S. Hooker Joe B. McOade Ronald R. Hanlon ADDITIONAL GIFTS $1,326,930 Duane H. llvedson Gerald E. McNally John F. Hanson Ronald C Allan 
$1,000,000+ Gilbert V lndegl ia John M. Meade Ira G. Harris Charles H. Aymond 
Samuel Zell Jon C. Jacobson Gail F Miller Spencer C. Hunt Roy H. Batista 
$100,000+ David R. Johnson Charles D. Moyer Peter W. Hyde' J. Walter Brock 
Ronald L. Olson Dennis S. Kayes Michael E. Oldham Denis A. Jacques Helman R. Brook 
Steven M. Kin 
c.o 
Patrick J. Kearney Christopher L. Carson $10,000+ 
Ol Howard E. O'Leary 
Bailey H. Kuklin 
w 
James G. Phillipp* 
' Anthony J. Pagano John A. Kicz Thomas P. Casselman 
R. Bruce Laidlaw c.o James H. Quirk James L Krambeck R. Theodore Clark Richard C. Sneed 
James T. Leavitt 
Ol 
--..) 
Burton L. Raimi Eugene W. Lausch Laurence D. Connor $5,000+ Morton 0. Levin William H. Ransom Norvie L Lay William A. Crane Dewey B. Crawford· Edward P. Levy James H. Rich Paul L. Leeds Terrence L. Croft Roger A. Goldman ' Stanley Lubin Burton Rodney Wi 11 iam J. Madden Wilbert F. Crowley John R. Monson Robert F. Ludgin Marvin L. Schrager Timothy 1/V. Mast Robert H. Daskal 
$2,500+ John H. Martin Jeffrey B. Shulman Samuel J. McKim Robert G. Dickinson 
William E. Doster* William F. Marx James W Smith George C. McKinnis David D. Dodge 
David B. Mueller* Alan A. May Larry K. Snider Alan P. Miller L. Garrett Dutton 
Terence Roche Murphy* James S Miner Norman 0. Stockmeyer William S Moody David A. Ebershoff 
Paul L. Tractenberg J8mes J. Nack John W. Ester $1,000+ George B. Mullison 
Michael F. Newbold Lawrence W. Waggoner Oeclan J. O'Oonne!I John P Fernsler Rodger V Bittner 
John R. Nolan Michael C. Weston James M. Powell John E. Gates Douglas M. Cain 
Kenneth R. Oosterhouse Edward A. White Larry A. Pulkrabek Gerald A. Garay Michael L Carter 
Robert S Paye Patrick J. Wi Ison Stephen W. Roberts Douglas I. Hague David M. Guinn 
Thomas R. Reinsma E. David Rollert Patricia M. Hanson Thomas A. Pliskin 
Robert D. Rosman T. Gordon Scupholm Boyd A. Henderson Erik H. Serr 
Jeffrey C. Rubenstein ····· 1964····· Dayton E. Soby Edward G. Henneke William T Wood* 
Fred E. Schlegel James J. Spolyar Jerome H. Kearns ADDITIONAL GIFTS Robert G. Schuchardt TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $46,058 Lester J. Tooman Charles B. Keenan William C Anderson Lawrence J. Sherman $10,000+ John D. Tully John F. Kern James G. Barnes Stuart Sinai Theodore L. Bendall* Walter A. Urick Walter S Kirimitsu Elliot W. Baumgart Gary N. Sundick $5,000+ Robert G. Waddell Arthur J. Levy Robert W Beicke Charles D. Todd Philip McWeeny James A. White Richard N. Light Robert S. Berkwitz Richard F Vitkus Donald A. Pierce* Barry R. Whitman Paul M. Lurie Jonathan L. Birge David J. Wahr S. Michael Wi lk Michael J. Lynch Nathaniel P. Breed John M. Walker $2,500+ David G. Williams Michael S. Mathews Jon D. Carlson George E. Ward Dennis P. Bedell* J. Gary McEachen Thomas D. Chase William C. Whitbeck Alexander E. Bennett* Michael J. McHale A. Balfour Chinn Samuel W. Witwer Michael V. Marston' ... .. 1965····· Joseph E. McMahon George C. Coggins 
Kenneth J. Wysoglad Jon M. Sebaly* Andrew H. Mott Will iam M. Colby $1,000+ TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $169,063 Donald E. Overbeek James F Companion Irwin J. Dinn $50,000+ James K. Perrin Douglas M. Crowley ..... 1967 ..... Albert S Golbert Jon H. Kouba! Richard J. Rankin David W Croysdale Allyn D. Kantor 
$25,000+ Douglas J. Rasmussen Eugene F Dattore TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $136,475 Lewis M. Porter William J. Bogaard Richard A. Rinella Michael C. Devine 
$50,000+ Richard A. Rossman 
$10,000+ Andre A. Schwartz Robert A. Dimling Joseph R. Seiger1' ADDITIONAL GIFTS Charles G. Nickson Frederick B. Schwarze Dennis C. Drury 
$10,000+ Robert D. Andrews Jerome M. Smith George M. Elsener 
E. Miles Prentice Robert J. Battista $5,000+ Jack R. Snyder Edwin G. Emerson 
Jeffrey A. Belkin Richard M. Helzberg* Benjamin D. Steiner James C. Ervin $5,000+ 
H. Lee Blumberg Daniel F Kolb* Phillip L Thom Thomas S. Eveland Barbara J. Kacir 
James R. Borthwick Charles F Niemeth F David Trickey John E. Ferris James P. Kleinberg* 
Charles A. Buss $1,000+ Wil liam M. Troutman Frances C. Galloway James R. Lamb' 
John J. Connaughton Thomas E. Baker Edward N. Wadsworth Thomas D. Geil Charles K. Marquis' 
James L. Copeland Bruce R. Bancroft Paul Weinberg Robert E. Gilbert $2,500+ Richard J. DeLamielleure Eric V. Brown Robert G. Wise Michael D. Gordon James M. Amend' Marc G. Denkinger Joan V Churchill Bruce M. Groom Guy H. McMichael* Jon E. Denney Charles E. Clark Joseph P. Hafer William C Pelster* Michael A. Dively Charles C. Cohen Michael G. Harrison W. Robert Reum' William B. Dunn Gordon L. Elicker Robert E. Heller George M. Smrtka* Daniel R. Elliott Thomas C Lee 
Charles V. Thornton* 
........ .. .. .... ...... .... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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$1.000+ Joseph F Page ADDITIONAL GIFTS Alvin 0. Sabo Randall J Ging1ss 
Ronald E. Brackett James E. Pendergrast Charles F Adler Mark R. Sandstrom Peter E. Goodstein 
Randolph H. Fields Charles L. Pitcock David S. Allen Michael D. Saphier Richard B. Gorman 
Roger M. Golden Edward H. Powers Cushman D. Anthony Howard M. Schmeltzer Lawrence E. Hard 
William D. Hodgman John W Puffer Prudence C Beatty Lawrence J Schulman Philip J Harter 
Sally K. Katzen Dyk Ronald I. Reic1n Joel R. Bergquist Edward I. Schutzman John R. Holmes 
Jack L Neuenschwander Stuart J Rice Robert J Bernhardt Mark H. Scoblionko N. Thomas Horton 
Philip A Nicely J David Sabine Michael J Bobroff William A Shaheen J Richardson Johnson 
Larry J Spilkin Thomas J Shannon William M. Burns Cornelius J Sullivan James M Justin (0 
William C. Shedd John H. Burson Michael f' Sullivan Gerald H. Kahn m ADDITIONAL GIFTS --...J 
Joel S Adelman Mark E. Smith David L Callies Nancy W Trowbridge Ralph L. Kissick -'--' 
Michael S. Adelman Richard N. Stem Barbara A Clark Thomas R. Trowbridge Thomas W Lacchia 
CD 
--...J 
Joseph H. Ballway Geoffrey M. Stoudt Stephan L. Cohen John H. Vogel Frederick Lambert 
0 
Lewis T Barr John H. Stout Kenneth S. Colburn Carl H. von Ende John M. LeFevre 
Thomas F Blackwell John T Svendsen R. Michael Cole William R. Weber Walter H. Lindsay 
James A Boucher Jeffrey H. Swartzbaugh John D. Conley Gregg H. Wilson John J Lynch 
Robert M. Brimacombe Bruce A Timmons David M. Copi Lee D. Yates Samuel W Mandell 
William C. Buhl Michael D. Umphrey Michael W Cotter Jack R. Zerby Robert M Meisner 
Jack M. Burkett Larry Victorson Francis C Dinsmore William S Moore 
Christopher B. Cohen James E. Walter Robert L Eastaugh ····· 1969·· 
G. Alfred Mudge 
James H. Cohen Robert A Wells Richard J Egger Cornelius D. Murray 
Bruce L Colton David G. Wise Robert J Faux Michael E. Neiheisel 
William H. Conner John F Zulack Allen D. Field 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $64,960 Harold M. Newland 
Timothy J Curtin Ronald Gerard $5,000+ Richard H. Nimtz 
Peter A Dankin ····· 1968····· 
Lawrence M. Glazer Barry A Adelman David F Nitschke 
Michael J Davis Edward B. Goldman Mary B. Kahn!* Thomas M. O'Leary 
M. Donald Drescher John D. Gorby Robert J Kheel* William C Ditman 
Charles A Dunkel 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $144,421 Henry S. Gornbein Gary M. Macek* Louis D. Pierce 
Peter L Dunlap $50,000+ J Kirkland Grant $2,500+ Norman A. Platt 
A Jerome Dupont Alfred J Wiederkehr Charlotte Greenfield Spencer T Denison* Marvin Ratner 
Carl E. Esser $10,000+ William N. Gross Peter f' Garam Harold W Reick 
James B. Fadim Bruce f' Bickner* Paul A Haas Robert E. Gooding Urban C. Remmel 
Duane A Feurer Christopher R. Cooke* Ronald M. Harwith David L. Jamison* Arthur C. Rinsky 
Arnold M. Flank Thomas F Sweeney' Ben Henson Stephen f' Kikoler* Jeffrey f' Robbins 
Jack E. Ford $5,000+ 
Jay A Herbst B. Lance Sauerteig* Robert L Rose 
Lon Foster Walter W Kurczewski* 
Richard L. Herrmann Stanley S Stroup* Gary f' Sams 
Robert L. Friedman David C. Thomas* 
Frazer C. Hilder 
$1,000+ 
Ronald B. Schram 
John M. Gardner Stephen B. Hrones Essel W Bailey 
Robert J Sher 
George 0. Hamilton $2,500+ Francis f' Hubach Robert M. Sigler 
Marshall Hamilton Frederick W Brenner* Charles E. Humphrey 
David H. Balsan Ken R. Springer 
Edward W Harris Stephen B. Diamond* Robert f' Hurlbert 
Ben Barnow Stephen J Spurr 
Louis J Hellerman Martin C. Recchuite* Elizabeth Kinney 
Charles W Borgsdorf Michael B. Staebler 
William R. Hineline Melvin S. Shotten* John C Koster 
Charles L. Gagnebin 
Michael L Stefani 
Robert L. Hood Charles E. Thomas* Eric V Lemon 
Robert H. Goldman Ronald L Walter 
Karen H. Jacobs Samuell L. Tsoutsani* Richard A Lenter 
Darrel J Grinstead E. Rick Watrous 
Robert S. Katz Daniel Van Dyke* Paul Lieberman 
Joseph L. McEntee Philip L. Weinstein 
Marc S. Kirschner $1,000+ Alan G. Lipson 
James G. Wells Edward M. Welch 
James M Klancnik John A Artz John H. Logie 
Lawrence E. Young William L Williams 
Kenneth M Lapine Charles J Barnhill Ronald L Ludwig ADDITIONAL GIFTS Steven Y Winnick 
James Laughlin William F Bavinger Michael A Mason Sam L. Abram Mary M. Zulack 
Joanne Leveque Lester L Coleman Stewart H. Mcconaughy James A Bidol 
Travis H. Lewin Peter C. Flintoft Bruce f' Miller Richard F Carlile 
James A Locke Lawrence M Gill Patrick M Muldoon William A. Childress ..... 1970····· 
Joyce Q Lower Ronald R. Glancz Malachy R. Murphy Joel E. Cooper 
Michael f' Malley Stephen A Glasser John A Nitz James M. Cribley 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $54, 130 
Thomas 0 Mann Steven D. Pepe Robert J Oexeman John f' Davis $10,000+ 
Michael F McCarthy Paul C Pringle Edward W Pettigrew Paul R. Dimond Gregory L. Curtner 
Matthew P McCauley James E. Schwab Willard F Pinney George M. Elworth Simon M. Lorne' 
James L Meretta William M. Toomajian F Ronald Postelli Harry B. Endsley $5,000+ 
Whitney F Miller Jay L Witkin John C. Ransmeier W Anthony Feiock Steven B. Chameides* 
J Thomas Mullen Joseph D. Rich Terry E. Fenzl 
Philip W Nantz J Tullis Rogers James R. Frederick 
Stuart A Friedman 
......... .... ... . .. .. ...... .. .. ... ... .. .... ... . . .............. ... ...... ...... 
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$2,500+ $10,000+ 
R. Stan Mortenson* Paul F. Sefcovic 
Victor F. Ptasznik* Georgetta A Wolff 
John L. Sobieski' $5,000+ 
Laurence E. Winokur Denis 8. Binder 
$1.000+ Ronald F Sol tm<m* 
James R. Bieke Gerald V We1gie 
Stephen C. El lis $2,500+ 
CD David M. Schraver Paul Alexander' ~1 
'? Robert H. Swart Howard L. Boigon' 
co ADDITIONAL GIFTS L. Andrew Gilford* 
~ 
George W Allen Jeffry N. Grabel (_J 
George H. Baker Wayne C. Inman' 
PatriCia S. Bauer Thomas R. Johnson ' 
Mary F. Berry Mary K. Kane' 
Hobart M. Birmingham Frank M Kap!an' 
James N. Candler Alan R. Lepene ' 
Douglas R. Chandler William J Rainey' 
Mary z Chandler Roger B. Tilles* 
Richard M. Doctoroff $1,000+ 
Diane S. Dorfman Alan L. Axelrod 
Frank D. Eaman Thomas B. Dorris 
George E. Feidmil ler Michael B. Evanoff 
Jane Forbes Barry D. Hovis 
James V Gargan Noel A. Kramer 
Barry B. George Muriel I. Nichols 
Steven H. Goodman R. Bruce Whitney 
Peter L. Gustafson 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
John J Hays 
Lawrence M. Abramson 
Wil liam .A. Irwin 
Leslie W Abramson 
Howard A Jack 
,John L. Barka1 
Terrill S. Jardis 
William B. Birmingham 
C C!ayton Johnson 
Bruce 0. Black 
Marc J Kennedy 
Peter W Booth 
Robert 1v1. Knight 
John B. Bowers 
Joel N. Kreizman 
1'1aron H. Bullotf 
Debra A Millenson 
Arthur R. Cone 
Winston S. Moore 
Juies I. Crysta l 
Patrick J Murphy 
Wayne C Dabb 
Stevan D. Phillips 
Philip C Dean 
Doug R. Rendieman 
Anthony S. DeFrank 
Kirk E. Ri der 
Pelle De1noff 
Susan L. Rockman 
James N. Doan 
Edward B. Rugin 
Robert W Edwards Lyle B. Stewart 
Meredith N. Endsiey 
Michael J Thomas 
David E. Everson 
Robert 0 Wefaid 
Donald C Exelby 
Martin C We isman 
Lawrence D. Fruchtman 
Susan S. Westerman 
Donald S. Gardner 
M. Jay Whitman1 
Gerald Garfieid 
Jarnes W Winn 
Stuart E. Grass 
Lawrence A Young 
Dawn P Hertz 
Peter T Hoffman 
1971 Peter J Hustinx ... .... . 
Stua11 M. Israel 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING· $222,592 John E. Jacobs 
W Thomas Jennings $50,000+ 
David C Jensen Richard R. Burns· 
Robert T Joseph 
Jerri L. Miller 
Mark F. Katz 
Peter A. Kelly 
14 
Stephen P Kilgrifi 
John E. Klein 
James M Kraft' 
Edward M. Kronk 
Robert C Kropf 
Brian J Lake 
Charles M. Lax 
Bruce J Lazar 
Stephen R. Leeds 
David E. LeFevre 
Bruce R. LeMar 
Steven H. Levinson 
Pamela J Liggett 
Robert E. McFariand 
David \IV. McKeague 
Will iam C rv1cNei!i 
Gale T Miiler 
William R. Nuernberg 
Jamas A. O'Brien 
Corey Y Park 
Ra lph A Peck 
Wanda J Reit 
Michae: F Reu!illg 
W!iiarn H. Scharf 
Don A Schiemann 
John Fl. Schoonmaker 
Kurt G. Schreiber 
Peter M. Schwolsky 
Howard A Serl1n 
Donald H. Silverman 
,Jeffrey H. Smith 
Ronald J Styka 
Gorcion E. Swartz 
Charles B. Vergon 
Gary L. Walker 
Steven H. Winkler 
Steven M. Woghin 
Robert J Zitta 
.... . 1972 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $213,587 
$25,000+ 
Michael L. Hardy ' 
$10,000+ 
J Philiip Adams 
Leomrd J Baxt 
William J Davis 
Diane D. Jensen* 
Paci L. Lee 
Dean C Storkan 
Mark A. Vander Laan 
$5,000+ 
Nora A. Bailey* 
Jane W Griswold 
James E. Lurie' 
Timothy A. Nelsen 
Janice Siege!* 
Robert J White 
Joseph C. Zengerle* 
Lynda S Zengerie* 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
$2,500+ 
William J Abranam 
Neison G. Alston' 
Kenneth T Johnson* 
Thomas W Palme( 
S1,000+ 
W1!l1am T Bisset 
John G. Brian 
Sau! A. Green 
Robert G. Kuhbach 
Stephen P Lindsay 
Joseph D. Lonardo 
Wil liam J Meeske 
Terrence G. Perr is 
Charles T Richmdson 
Morton M. Rosenield 
John A Va11Luvanee 
William P. Weiner 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Alan T Ackerman 
Millard F. Aldridge 
,John W A!!en 
Gerald .A. Ambrose 
Michael J Anderegg 
David G. Baker 
John H. Boggs 
Robert r Borton 
Robert H. Brown 
Thomas C Brown 
H. Patr ick Callahan 
Paul L. Chassy 
Donald J Clark 
Lawrence S Coburn 
William L Cooper 
Edward J Cox 
Donald J Dawson 
Christopher J Dunsky 
Peter B. Farrow 
Paul S. Felt 
David E. Frasch 
John P Freese 
Jeffrey E. Froelich 
James H. Geary 
Jeffrey J Greenbaum 
Ronald E. Greenlee 
Denn:s M. Haley 
Richard J Hiller 
Craig D. Holleman 
Grego1y A Huffman 
Henry L. Jones 
Louis L. Joseph 
Robert E. Kass 
David Kirshman 
Jeffrey H. Kl;nk 
John T. Klug 
Kennet:1 A Kraus 
Barbara A. Lane 
Joanna London 
Richard A. Martens 
William F. Martson 
Richard K. Mason 
Robert J McCullen 
Thomas J McGinn 
M. David Minnick 
Philip M. Moilanen 
,lames M. Moore 
Thomas G. Morgan 
Eugene f' Nicholson 
Harold R. Oseff 
John B. Pinney 
John P Quinn 
Alan M. Rauss 
Michael J Renner 
James A. Rice 
William J. Richards 
Lawrencr, A. Rcgers 
r~orman H. Roos 
Stua't W. Rudrnck 
Peter R. Scullen 
Stephen F. Secrest 
Michael B. Shapiro 
Craig A Smith 
George C. Steeh 
Miriam B. Steinberu 
Jame: D. Supance 
Lewis M Taffer 
Richard R. Weiser 
J Bryan Williams 
John D. Wi Ison 
Wil liam B. Wil son 
James S. Wulach 
David H. Zoe llner 
.... 1973 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $607,246 
$250,000+ 
John M. ~Jannes* 
$25,000+ 
Michael R. Fayhee 
Steven F. Greenwa!d 
Robert E. Hi1shon 
Gregory T Mutz 
Eric A. Oesterle·• 
Jerry C Wagner 
S10,000+ 
Warren J Kessler 
George 0 Ruttinger 
John W. Solomon ' 
John K. Vil la· 
$5,000+ 
Robert A. Femncz* 
J;;mes 8. Hi!tcn 
James R. Jenkins* 
Larry A Mowrw' 
John .l\. Payne' 
John S. Redpath Jr.* 
Allan J Sweet* 
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$2,500+ BBrtram L. Levy Robert A ~Jeison ' Thomas G. Power Danie! P. Ducore 
Paul E. F:sher ' Curtis L. Mack Richard A. R1[19s* SV Quitiqui t Lawrence G. Feinberg 
Edv,ard A. Gros,mann* RDbe•t A Malstrom Larr; J Saiustro* John P. Rac;ne Christopher Fermanis 
0Jinn W Martin' Lawrence A Maraoi ;s R:chard P Saslov/ Gary A. Rowe Rhodell G. Fields 
Robin G. \Neaver' fv1ichaei G. Marion Langley R. Shoo/: · Daniel M. Schember Nancy J. Foster 
$1,000+ Robert K. ~,ia ts umoto Sl,000+ Bart J Schenone Catherine H. Gardner 
Rupert M. Ba, koff Samuei C ivlcKnight Clifford D. Aila Waiter R. Schoettle John R. Gerstein 
Russell S Bohn Thomas W McLauJhiin Stephen R. Drew Robert R. Shearer Ronald F Graham 
Clinton Canady John C Meade Michael D. Eagen Robert A. Siegel Susan Grogan Faller 
Charles S DeRou s1e Mark F Mehlman James J Maiwurm Brook M. Smith David A. Guenther 
Steven E. Fox James R. Miles Lynne M. Metty David G. Strom Charles Hair 
Norman E. FrP,l\vGll Lawrence R. Moeinnnn William F Miils Michael Touff Alan K. Hammer 
Ronald M. Gou'd Michael F. i~uechterl ein Michael D. Rubin Jaime G. Vela Hurticene Hardaway 
Char!Ps A. Lowenha11pt Jei1 rey 8. Osburn James A. Samborr1 Thomas W Weeks Michael W Hartmann 
Chnstop:1er H. ~ti tan David M. Pedersen Franklin W Strong Christina B. Whitman David B. Hirschey 
B!onaeli L. Morey Jeffrey M. Petrash Patricia D. White L. Mic~1ael Wicks Nathaniel A. Hoffman 
Richard J Munsch Leo H. Phillips ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Stanley P Wiggins John R. Hoidenried 
Richard 1\11. O'Connor Michael M. Ransmeier Clark A Andrews 
Thomas S. Wiswall Lou ise R. Jung 
Edward H. Paµpas Al!an J Reich W David Arnold 
Nina Krauthamer 
Glenn l'v1. Price Chrisiine M. Rhude John fi Barker "g-· Terry S Latanich 
James C. Ruh 
I ... ... 
A. Russe ll Locai ro Frederick C Scrafrick Sara S Beale 
Stephen 1Vi. Silverman Paul F Russell William D. Belski 
Lucile J McCarthy 
Jeffrey L. Schad TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $118,575 John H. McKendry S te r!in~ K. Speirr 
Melvin R. S:hwrntz John C. Bigler $10,000+ Timmhv K. McMorrow 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Stephen E. Selander 
Arnold P Bom:h Rochelle D. Alpert J Kenneth L. Morse 
Ronald J Ali Jfl Joseph J Serrirnlla P!11 iip A Brown Ra lph J Gerson Walter E. Mugdan 
Elliott D. Anoalman Richard F Silvestri 
Carl V. Bryson 
Erica A. Ward Michael Murray 
~ranc 1 scus A. Bakker Robe;t W. Buechner 
James L. Baumoe' 
Jeffrey R. Smail 
Robert 0. Chessman $5,000+ 
Hideo Nakamura 
Donald P. Beniieti 
Stanley Srniiack 
David W Cla rk David W Lentz* 
Morton L. Noveck 
Martha Berginark 
Thomas G. Stayton 
Wiiliam J Danhof Andrew S. Muth 
Charles F Oliphant 
Gary G. Stevens Norman D. Orr 
Ke ith T Borman Timothy M Stone 
Gary R. D1es1ng $2,500+ George A Pagano 
Jack E. Be y1tol'l Waliis S. Stromberg 
Bruce D. Dugstad Mattie Peterson Compton' David H. Paruch 
Andrew J Broder Heien H. Sur.dgren 
S Jack Fen igstei n J Michael Cooney Bruce N. Petterson 
Thomas M. Carhart Robert E. Tait 
Raymond F Fix Robert A Katcher Joe! F. Pierce 
Michael T Chaney Roger M. Theis 
Michael J Forster Arnold J Kiburz ' Fred L. Potter 
John 8. Chilprnan David VanderHaagen 
Steven F Fnede!I Joe! E. Krischer* .l\nne B. Poulin 
Jorn M. Christian 
Frank P VanderPloeg 
Glen B. Gronseth Adrian L. Steel Ciark T Randt 
James N. Christman 
Michael G. Vartanian 
Michael C. Haines $1,000+ John C. Reitz 
Jesse Clark Richard J Vvebber Susan L. Hauser Scott J Arnold James J Rodgers 
Rufus L. Cole Andrew S Williams 
Louis A. Highmark I. Scott Bass John C. Roebuck 
Louis .4. Coiombo Wendy C. W:iner Lascher 
.A.Ian B. Hoffman Donald N. Duquette Michael H. Runyan 
William H. Cordes Davij C Zalk 
Bruce F Howell Stephen E. Hagen Frederick J Salek 
Charles D. Daniel 'vV Lawrence Joc~chim Gary D Sesser R:chard C. Sanders 
James P Cean rl. Wendell Johnson ,James D. Spanio!o Franklin W Sho ichet 
Godfrey J Di!1ard ·1974 William S. Jordan James B. Stoetzer Gary D. Sikkema 
Steven C Dcuse Renate Klass Barbara T Walzer Michael A. Stack 
John H Eft TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $104,808 Jeffrey D. l<omarow Barry F. White Aiison Steiner 
Gregory .A. Eur:ch 
Sl0,000+ 
Laurence K. Lau Nobutoshi Yamanouchi Robert H. Stoioff 
Philip M Frost Bernard S. Kent Spencer LeRoy ADDITIONAL GIFTS Richard B. Urda 
Neri Ganulin Michele C Mayes 
Matthew J Mason 
William B. Acker Matthew B. VanHook 
Bany D. G!azer David C Patterson' 
Joan S. McKay 
Roger E. Battreall Lamont M. Walton 
Mark J. Glazer Lawrence I. McKay 
Larry R. Goldstein 
Larry D. Thompson 
Stephen J Meyer 
Richard M. Bendix Alan M. We inberger 
Fernando C Gomez S5,000+ Shirl ey M. Michaelson 
Michael H. Boldt 
John P. Heil Jomes B. Griswold ;,1an S Miller 
Jeffrey W Brack8n 
Jeffrey L. Hrrschf1eld ,'>,1ita H. Jenf: rns* t11chard G. Moon 
Jolin H. Brannen 
Timothy H. How!ett Micnael H. Morris* Stephen R. Moore 
Robert C Bruns 
Michael P Burke 
Frank W Jackson $2,500+ Krarg E. Noble 
Christopher L. Campbell 
Ronald L. Kahn Robert A. Armitage* Laurence C. Nolan 
Charles G. Knox Roberto Casati Irving Pa ul 
Lawrence R. Clough 
Er:c E. Lenck Richard J Grny" Paul A. Peterson 
George T Cole 
Peter C. Lesch S. Timothy Kochis Zygmunt J Plater 
John R. Cook 
·····••••>0••••<'' 
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George A. Vinyard* Robert A. Ouimette Robert F Bride Anne H. Hiemstra 
Greg L. Pickrell William 0. Brighton ..... 1976····· Douglas W. Huffman Valdemar L. Washington' 
Ronald A. Bultje Brian K. Porter William R. Jansen $1,000+ 
Rosalyn J. Rettman Elizabeth A. Campbell 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $99,675 
Gordon W. Johnston Susan G. Esserman 
William J. Scanlon Stuart M. Chemtob $25,000+ Richard A. Kaminsky Charles S Ferrell 
Joel Scharfstein Catherine L. Copp Yvonne S. Quinn Robert I. Kligman Edward M. Frankel 
$10,000+ Richard A. Kopek John L. Gierak Eileen R. Scheff Kent G. Cprek 
William P O'Neill' Susan L. Lesinski Michael L. Glenn James H. Schnare Joseph P Curran 
Florence Sprague John C. Dernbach Richard L. Postma' Christoph H. Leuenberger James L. Hiller 
Robert A. Strong David C Dickey 
CD 
Donald B. Lewis James S. Hogg 
-._J 
Charles F Timms Diane F Dusseau 
c:i $5,000+ 
Thomas W. Linn Harold L. Kennedy 
Michael J. Dwyer 
Gary E. Baker* 
James A. Vose 
CD 
Jonathan D. Lowe Kevin P Lucas 
Mark D. Willmarth Stephen A. Edwards 
-._J 
CD $2,500+ Mark A. Luscombe Michael G. McGee 
Stephen L. Wilson Jeffrey L. Fehrenbacher David M. Armitage* Robin E. Neuman Caton Joseph W. Medved 
Charles P Wolff Sherrill T Filter Maryjo R. Cohen• John C Oldenburg John T Mercer 
George E. Yund Dennis W. Fliehman Richard L. Epling* Michael L. Peroz Reuben A. Munday 
Jonathan B. Forman Michael S. Olin* Kevin J Peterman Kent Y. Nakamura 
Konrad J. Friedemann Gillian Steinhauer* Todd D. Peterson Donald F. Parman .. ,,. 1978· ··· Jorge 0 Gonzales $1,000+ Elizabeth A. Podolske Stanley J. Reed 
Rachel A. Goodstein Christine L. Albright Diana V. Pratt James R. Spaanstra 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $203,517 Gary L. Greenberg Kenneth A. Alperin Mark E. Putney Bruce C. Thelen 
$50,000+ Roger L. Gregory Bertie N. Butts Joseph M. Rimac David L. Westin 
Andy M. Jacob Dennis L. Holsapple Dennis M. Haffey Ellen B. Rosenthal Kendall B. Williams 
W. Robert Kohorst* Diane M. Istvan Stephanie Heim John C. Rothhaar Kenneth R. Wylie 
Clifton R. Jessup Thomas D. Johnston Carol Sanger 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS $10,000+ 
Jeffrey J. Jones Gregg H. Jones Thomas P Sarb 
James L. Allen John H. Beisner Gary P Kaplan Joseph S. Kanter Charles M. Schiedel 
Steven R. Anderson Arthur R. Block' 
Synde B. Keywell Joseph J. Kochanek Renee M. Schoenberg 
Earl K. Cantvvell $5,000+ George Kimball Barry S. Landau CJ Scott Schofield 
Vincent F Chiappetta Terrance L. Carlson 
Stanton D. Krauss Andrew H. Marks Warren M. Schur 
Amory Cummings David T Case* Marilyn A. Lankier Michael S. Pabian Brian J. Smith 
James S. Cunning Dennis E. Ross 
Elliot P Legow Stephen G. Palms Elizabeth L. Snider 
Alexander R. Domanskis $2,500+ Darrell A. Lindman Nancy R. Schauer Sharon R. Stack 
Stephen A. Dove Debra A. Armbruster' Eric L. Martin Dona A. Tracey Teresa E. Sullivan 
Mary K. Ellingen Barbara Bruno' Noel D. Massie Michael H. Woolever Thomas D. Terpstra 
Susan D. Falkson Anton Claessens* Thomas A. Miller ADDITIONAL GIFTS Timothy J. Tornga Robert Fine James C. Dechene' John G. Nuanes Charles F Adams Peter L. Trezise Joseph Freedman Scott A. Fink' Nancy L. Olah Mark T Arnold Howard C. Ulan Rebecca A. Freligh Robert D. Santos Kathleen R. Opperwall Russell A. Bikoff Michael A. Weinberg Alan J. Gilbert Janet L. Weller* Maurice Portley Joel G. Bouwens Edward M. Wolkowitz Elizabeth A. Goodman 
$1,000+ Joel M. Ressler Charles E. Box D. Stewart Green 
Kathleen W. Albanese Steven H. Rosenbaum Denis P Burke ..... 1977 ..... Sandra Gross William R. Bay Barry N. Seidel Thomas A. Busch Susan R. Gzesh 
Norman H. Beamer R. Earl Selby Lynn P Chard 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $236,255 Martha M. Haines David V. Duperrault David R. Selmer Karen H. Clark Susan D. Hartman 
Francesco Gianni Marla G. Simpson Charles M. Cobbe $50,000+ Thomas G. Herman 
Timothy W. Hefferon Craig N. Smelko Barbara N. Coen Martin J. Bienenstock Elizabeth R. Hilder 
Kathleen A. Hogg Carol F Sulkes Philip J. Collora Robert H. Gorlin' Robert H. Hume 
Nancy Keppelman Martin D. Wegbreit David L. Dawson $25,000+ Bruce C. Johnson 
George T Mooradian William P Weintraub John M. Duczynski Scott A. Wolstein Karen J. Kirchen 
Deborah G. Page James J. Widland Gregory P Dunsky 
$10,000+ Thomas A. Knapp 
Thomas H. Page Danny R. Wil liams H. Richard Elmquist Samuel T Field Sumio Kuriaki 
Michael A. Peterson Andrea C. Wolfman Morgan L. Fitch IV Bruce M. Landon 
Timothy D. Sochocki Thomas V. Yates $5,000+ Harvey Freedenberg 
Bruce A. Featherstone Curtis J. Mann Ronald C. Wilcox Robert M. Gesalman 
Edward A. Marod' Laurence S Markowitz Daniel J Winnike 
1979 ····· 
Stephen E. Godsall-Myers Merton S Marsh 
Mark D. Yura 
..... Richard T Prins Daniel J. Goldberg 
Robert D. Rippe* R.C. McLravy 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $266,846 
Nancy N. Grekin John C Mezzanotte 
Janet Anderson-Davis Constance D. Groh $2,500+ David B. Miller 
Jackie D. Armstrong $25,000+ Wayne M. Grzecki Fred C. Fathe* John R. Myers 
Timothy L. Dickinson Joyce T Gwadz Raymond R. Kepner* Stewart 0 Olson Barbara B. Baird 
Barrie L. Loeks Lawrence N. Halperin Gary A. Nickele* Paul A. Ose Steven B. Berlin 
Jeffrey E. Susskind Warren Harrisont Bruce K. Posey* Karen L. Boyaris 
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$10,000+ G. Christopher Joseph $2,500+ Beatriz M. Olivera Michael J Kump 
Bruce D. Celebrezze ' Douglas H. Kanarek David W DeBruin' Darrell W Pierce Deborah M. Levy 
Thomas A Connop· Wii liam D. Klein Barbara Jane Irwin ' Thomas W Porter Stewart L Mandell 
John K. Hoyns* Charles C. Lane Jesse S. Ishikawa Jonathan Rivin Darlene M Nowak 
Robert B. Knauss* Richard B. Learman James B. Jordan* Kenneth B. Roberts Michael Ostroff 
David L. Miller James F Lehrburger Robert M Kalec Charles P Rose Michael D. Remington 
John M. Quitmeyer* Richard L Levin Tillman L. Lay* Richard A Samp J Gregory Richards 
James P Shaughnessy" Michael R. McEvoy David B. Love• Mark E. Sanders Ann 0. Rosenblum 
$5,000+ 
Stephen R. Miller Kevin A Russell* James E. Schacht Gienn A Shannon co 
Susan E. Morrison J Michael Shepherd' Ronald B. Schrotenboer Stefan D. Stein ~ Robert J Diehl* co 
Frieda P Jacobs' Pamela A Mull Elizabeth C. Yen Brooke Schumm Nancy Williams _'_, 
David Narefsky Stanley K. Shapiro co Marguerite M. Lentz* $1,000+ ADDITIONAL GIFTS co 
John V Lansberg Seymour M. Nayer Paul E. Bateman Kevin T Smith Steven G. Adams 
Charles H. Polzin' Julie P Neerken Sylvia L Bateman T Murray Smith Arthur P Alcarez 
Burt P Rosen' Kiichi Nishina Cu rt is B. Blessing Lisa Snow Bruce G. Arno ld 
Micraei B. Peisner Jonathan S. Brenner Katharine B. Soper David G. Beauchamp $2,500+ Steven F Pfiaum Keefe A Brooks Steve Stojic Christopher B. Beaufait Donald R. Parshall * Paul C. Pratt Joseph T Green Michael A Weinbaum Teresa A Beaufait Walter A Pickhardt Lawrence E. Rissman Charles F Hertlein Danette Wineberg Bryan A Bernholtz Jeffrey A Quinn Donald H. Robertson Arthur J Kepes Barry G. Ziker William A Brandt Paul F. Roye' Clyde J Robinson Paula R. Latovick Steven D. Brown Michael J Rufkahr* N. Rosie Rosenbaum Robert E. Lewis Leslie Chambers Strohm Christian M. Verbeeck* Frank J Ruswick William J Noble 
..... 1981 Robert I. Chaskes 
$1,000+ Christian Schmid John J Powers Anthony M Damiano 
Mary K. Austin William A Schochet Dean A Rocheleau 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $286,420 
Mary Ann Denton 
Kevin S. Hendrick David J Schwartz Joseph E. Tilson $100,000+ John M. Dorsey 
Jack A Molenkamp Christopher Scotti Susan Tukel Gary C. Robb Alexander M. Dye 
Debra S Neveu J Lloyd Snook James F Wallack $10,000+ Karl R. Fink 
Theodore R. Opperwall Mark A Sterling Sharon C. Winnike Richard M. Cieri* Kathryn H. Fink 
Mark C. Rosenblum Richard A Stevens Diana M. Lapa John R. Foote 
Geoffrey L. Silverman Thomas H. Van Dis ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
David A Arnold Gwen Thayer Handelman Signe S. Gates Jeffrey A. Supowit Thomas P Van Dusen 
Loretta T Attardo $5,000+ Eric K. Gressman Amanda Van Dusen John S Vento 
Peter J Wiedenbeck Linda W. Aviv Steven S. Diamond ' 
Andrew E. Grigsby 
Kathy B. Weinman 
Norman J Bruns Deborah E. Greenspan Bruce W Haffey 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Steven D. Weyhing James A Bums Charles H. Knauss R. Lee Hagelshaw 
Maria B. Abrahamsen Robert A Wynbrandt Denise H. Chrysler Russell E. Makowsky* Mary M. Hendriksen 
John W Amberg Lee B. Zeugin Janet R. Davis Barbara R. Mendelson* Howard N. Henick 
Norman H. Be1tner Warren A Zimmerman Michael J Denton Kent D. Syverud* James S. Hilboldt 
Frank W Buck David H. Dickieson Gregg F Vignos* Wayne D. Hillyard 
Lori R. Burns .... 1930 .... David Foltyn Scott W Howe Thomas F Burns $2,500+ Ratti Kalousdian Deborah H. Frishman Mario Cuccia Robert W Cabanski Florence R. Keenan TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $291,291 Brian E. Frumkin Mitchell J Dunitz' Thomas E. Callow Patricia A Kenney Kenneth W Gerver John W Finger* Michael G. Campbell $50,000+ Jonathan I. Golomb Richard D. Korn 
Maureen T Casev Todd J Anson Robin L. Harrison* James D. Kurek Joan C Goodrich Randall R. Kaplan* Travis G. Clemens Beverly J Bartow' Margaret E. Greene Jon R. Lauer 
William C. Collins James L. Stengel· Alexander F MacKinnon* L David Lawson Ronald I. Heller Kathy E. Manning* Scott R. Craig $10,000+ Jeffrey R. Hughes Mark R. Lezotte 
Jan K. Dunn John M Sloss* John M. Liming John W Butler Edward J Inman Janet S. VanAlsten' Bruce M. Engler James A D'Agostini Julian M. lzbiky Eric A Linden 
Albeit F Ettinger James D. Holzhauer* Seth R. Jaffe $1,000+ Cyrell E. Lynch 
Steven M. Fetter Edward J Krauland James B. Jensen Andrea J Beggs David McFarlin 
Miriam J. Frank Randall E. Mehrberg Paul A Keller Harold W Bulger Kenneth C Mennemeier 
Steve L. Gaines Ronald J Nessim Dwight B. King Paul B. Burke Alisa S. Moore 
Jane E. Garfinkel John D. Rayis Alan J Knauf Robert R. Cowell James A Morgulec 
Julie A Greenberg Robert E. Spatt Peter B. Kupelian Natalia Delgado Mitri J Najjar 
Don H. Hainbach Deborah S. Tuchman Richard T LaJeunesse Charles M. Denton Dale K. Nichols 
Harold E. Hamersmith 
$5,000+ Iris K. Linder Michael J Grace Dennis M. O'Malley 
Blake L. Harrop Steven J Beilke* Edward R. McGah David D. Gregg Susan M Pavlica 
Sheila C Haughey TC. Donnelly Elaine J Mittleman Charles E. Harris Steven R. Porter 
Jeffrey K. Heider Frederic R. Klein ' Mark S. Niziak Richard S Hoffman Yves P Quintin 
David L. Hiller MarkA Norby Nathan E. Jones Daniel Renbarger 
Jeffrey T Johnson Richard S. Kolodny Ernest M Robles 
........ ... ... . .. . ....... .... ..... ...... ..... ...... ... . ............ ... 
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Suellyn Scarnecchia Jeffrey A. Berger $50,000+ David L. Burgert ···· 1984 ····· William F Seabaugh James E. Bittell Wil liam J Newell Timothy R. Butler 
Lawrence M. Shapiro Joseph Blum $25,000+ John V Byl TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $207,396 
Richard V Singleton Quentin R. Boyken Cami lle A. Olson Ellen S. Carmody 
Anita L. Wallgren Brian H. Boyle Daniel E. Champion $25,000+ 
Jonathan T Walton David W Burhenn 
$10,000+ Kenneth L. Cravvford Barry M. Wolf 
Elizabeth Warner Matthew A. Chambers 
Paul T Denis' William D. Dahling $10,000+ 
Mark E. Ferguson 
Christopher M. Wells Joseph A. Cipparone Wil liam B. Goodspeed* 
Kathleen Dempsey Boyle Laura A. Chamberlain* 
c.o Richard L. Wood Thomas Cottier Robert J Krueger' 
Donald A. Dripps Kirk A. Davenport* 
CD Stephen E. Crofton Anne B. Fifer Jennifer B. DuChene' 
..'... Ralph C Derbyshire 
Paul B. Landen Victor P. Filippini Charles E. Jarrett 
c.o .... 1982 ..... Jeffrey A. DeVree Anton N. Natsis Michae! D. Flanagan George C. Lombardi CD Mark J Stein· ~ Gershon Ekman Judah B. Garber Daniel M. Sandberg* 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $304,134 Barry H. Epstein 
Barbara Y Welke* 
Patricia D. Gardner Rex L Sessions 
$100,000+ Susan 8. Fine 
William R. Welke* 
Thomas A. Geelhoed Stephen G. Tomlinson' 
Anita P. Robb Bryant M. Frank $5,000+ Matthew J Gehringer Elizabeth B. Yntema 
$50,000+ Steven Gersz 
Daniel A. DeMarco* Michelle H. Gluck $5,000+ 
Daniel J Bergeson Volker Gross 
Jonathan 8. Eager* Craig L. Godshall James A. Davidson* 
Mark L Harris Katherine A. Erwin' Joel J Goldberg 
$10,000+ Thomas J Frederick Douglas E. Hart Anne B. Gust Brown' Christopher Graham 
James E. Brandt* Craig W Horn Paul M. Hamburger* James J Greenberger 
Stephen M. Merkel* 
Kathryn W Brandt* David E. Horowitz Anne T Larin* Kathleen M. Hanenburg 
Mary E. Snapp* 
George H. Vincent Deborah S. Howard Deborah A. Marlowe* Marjorie A. Harris 
$2,500+ 
Richard I. Werder' Blair 8. Hysni Genevieve Mcsweeney Ryan* Mark E. Herrmann Marty R. Dunn 
Sara E. Werder* Richardo I. Kilpatrick Richard C. Morrissey Jerome D. Hill 
Steven L. Kroll* 
$5,000+ Robert D. Kraus Barton R. Peterson* Peter A. Jackson $1,000+ 
Bijan Amini' Richard W Krzyminski Henry A. Udow* Broderick D. Johnson Sandra A. Bulger 
Michael P. Coakley Kyle E. Lanham $2,500+ Frank T Judge Ann M. Cooper 
Stuart J Goldring* Mary Jo Larson Jonathan Hollingsworth* Thomas C. Judge Helen R. Haynes 
Timothy C. Hester* Craig M. Lawson Erica A. Munzel Mark L Kaltenrieder David J Schlanger 
Gifford R. Zimmerman* Michael A Levey John C. Person* Barbara S. Kellman Lawrence A. Si lvestri 
$2,500+ Jonathan A. Levy John C. Petrovski* Jodie W King Joan P. Snyder 
Thomas A. Eff* Ellen T McKnight $1,000+ Jeffrey C. Kinzel 
Russell 0. Stewart 
Mary M. Fisher Suzanne M. Mitchell David B. Alden Mark L Kowalsky 
Philip S. VanDerWeele 
Robert M. Isackson David G. Moore David A. Allen James G. Martin ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Catherine J LaCroix* Melissa H. Murphy James M. Belin Michael L Miller Marjorie S. Adams 
Kevin M. LaCroix* Richard W Murphy Andrew L. Chaikovsky Marina H. Park Nancy D. Amison 
Peter M. Lieb Larry H. Pachter Claudia R. Ellmann Justin H. Perl Thomas 0. Ashby 
Susan B. Lieb Janet L. Parker Karen R. Fagerstrom Albright R. Claybourne Petrey Douglas S. Bland 
John M. Lummis* Glendon B. Pratt Van E. Holkeboer Laura J Remington Thomas J Blessing 
Michael P. McGee Markham A. Quehrn Jeffrey C. Kauffman Jayne Rizzo Reardon John 8. Bulgozdy 
Rick J Scarola* Robert L Rosenfeld Michael R. Lied Cecilia A. Roth Thomas J Clemens 
Robb L. Voyles* Laurie L. Roulston Kyle B. Lukins David A. Rubenstein Massimo Coccia 
$1,000+ David B. Sandalow Thomas J McDonald Ira B. Rubinfeld Joseph S. Cohn 
Sharon R. Barner Sue A. Sikkema Daniel A. Murray Mark R. Schaitkin Craig A. Corman 
Michael S Bukiet P. Val Strehlow Richard N. Olshansky Scott J Schoen T~omas E. Dixon 
Douglas S. Ellmann Dean R. Tousley Jose D. Padilla Kevin B. Scott Stephen T Erb 
Nancy Fredman Krent James E. VanValkenburg Terese E. Peisner Sandra L Sorini Elser Kyle A Gray 
David J Lauth Jordan S. Weitberg Nathan P. Petterson Jeffrey M. Stautz Jeffrey T Harbison 
Scott G. Mackin Craig E. Willis Barry S. Rudofsky Mark S. Stein Robert A. Heath 
Donald J Patterson Paul M. Wyzgoski H. Mark Stichel Jeffrey W Stone Michael J Hernandez 
Kevin C Randall Sara Zivian Zwickl Barbara L. Strack Brian Takahashi Rolando Hidalgo 
Randall K. Rowe Linda Wakeen Walker Michael D. Vale William F Howard 
David M. Schreier ····· 1983 ····· Craig Walker 
Claudio Visco James P. Jacobson 
James R. Sobieraj Marc Wertheimer W Gregory Voss Shelia Johnson 
Mark C Van Putten TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $680,877 John S. Yun 
Timothy L. Williamson Steven M. Kaufma11n 
Wayne B. Weisman Michele Wolin Christopher Klimko 
$100,000+ ADDITIONAL GIFTS Joseph D. Won David W Koch Avery K. Williams Jack M. Beard John B. Frank Stephen E. Woodbury Kay A. Kornman 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Diann H. Kim Cl ifford H. Bloom John R. Wylie David A. Kotzian 
Elizabeth A. Allaben Michael J Levitt William J Brennan Barbara Zahs Rothstein George Lavdas 
David C Bahls Laura W Brock 
Betsy B. Baker Bradley W Brockmann 
Stephen L. Marsh 
David L. Marshall 
.......... ......... .................... ..... ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . ...... ......... .... ....... .. .. ... 
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Mitchell R. Meisner Scott E. Barat $2,500+ Joseph E. Slater Dominique H. Lechien 
Elizabeth A Morris Donald F Baty Michael N. Burlant* Gregory J Sullivan Jon M. Lipshultz 
Martha D. Moses Rolando Berrelez Fred S Campbell-Mohn' John B. Thomas William F Little 
Paul J Novack Christian F Binnig Karin S. Day' Mark D. Torjanic Scott L. Long 
Steven C. Poling Kathleen M. Binnig Audrey L. Gaynor Michael D. Turner David A Lullo 
Mark D. Pollack .Arnold E. Brier .Andrew G. Klevorn' Mary K. VanderWeele Creighton R. Magid 
Richard L. Pomeroy Car! A Butler Paul C. Nightingale Lu-In Wang John Mucha 
Robe11 J Portman Thomas R. Coerdt Andrew C Richner' Milton L. Williams Andrew F Perrin 
Ronald C. Rak Janet S Crossen Robm L. Shaffert* Brian D. Peyton CD 
Jacob C Reinbolt David T Daly Robert R. Shuman* Mark C. Pomeroy 
co 
..... 1987 ..... -Jo. Marc S. Rockower Don G. Davis Anthony A. Powell ' $1,000+ CD 
Gary A. Rosen Ellen E. Deason Robert C. Azarow James M. Recker co 
Megan Scott-Kakures Anthony R. Flores TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $83,435 Dale R. Rietberg 
co 
Andrew M. Gaudin 
David D. Shoup Jonathan B. Frank Gregory M. Gochanour $10,000+ Laura T Rivero 
Elaine K. Soble Andreas Fuchs Lynne 0. Gochanour Georgia P Bullitt* Tomaz Rizner 
Deborah A Somerville Gregory H. Gach Steven A. Roach Rodd M. Schreiber Harry R. Silver 
Walter E. Spiegel Jeremy S. Garber Susan L. Vogel-Vanderson $5,000+ Susan T Sterner 
Robert C. Stoddart Arnold S. Graber Karl T Williams Gretchen J Hudson* Edward J Strong 
Clare T Tully Norman W Graham John D. Hudson' Suzanne J Thomas ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Julie A Waddell David J Herring 
David S. Abramowitz Mary Elaine Johnston 
Patricia J Thompson 
James P Weygandt David L. Huntoon 
Eric D. Brandfonbrener $2,500+ 
Reginald M. Turner 
Kurt G. Yost Masami Ichikawa Tina S VanDam 
Jonathan Zorach Marcia ,A israeloff 
Susan E. Brock Celia I. Campbell-Mohn ' 
James D. Villa 
Bruce A Kaye Alexandra K. Callam 
Nancy L. Nagel' 
Bradley C Weber 
Jeffrey D. Kovar Patrick C Cauley 
Giuseppe Scassellati-Sforzolini 
Lee A Wendel ..... 1985 ..... Daniel A Ladow Margaret Chon $1,000+ John M. West 
Ron A Lang 
Fred G. Codner Sally Churchill Sally C. Wineman 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $176,515 Stephen F Lappert 
Robert M. Cohen Mark S. Cohen 
$50,000+ Kent K. Matsumoto 
Lee C Cook Marcus R. Colwell 
Carla S Newell Donna E. Morgan Dana D. Deane Andrew D. Crain ····· 1988····· 
Frank W Parkinson 
Linda A Elliott Lionel Z. Glancy 
$10,000+ Anne E. Gold Domenica N. Hartman TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $130,396 Stuart M. Finkelstein David G. Pine Abner S. Greene 
William B. Sailer Paui E. Pirog 
Robert J Hill $10,000+ 
Philip J Ouagliariello Gerald L Greengard Jan Kang Donn M. Davis 
$2,500+ 
Ronald M. Schirtzer 
John G. Hale Thomas J Knox Todd M. DuChene' 
Steven J Aeschbacher 
David W Schrumpf 
John J Hern J Adam Rothstein Scott W Fowkes* 
Mark J Mihanovic' 
Ronny Sendukas 
Rick L. Hindmand Thomas Schuerrle Jeffrey A. Hall' 
David S. Stone* 
Carolyn K. Seymour 
Sandra A. Hoffmann Teri Threadgill McMahon Seth E. Jacobson' 
Michael A. Woronotf' Edward S Stokan 
Roberts E. lnveiss Robert W. Woodruff Crane H. Kenney 
Xiangyu Zhang' 
Mary H. Stone 
Howard B. lwrey 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Gary A. MacDonald 
$1,000+ Ernest E. Vargo 
Harlan D. Kahn 
David R. Abrams Aidan J Synnott* 
Diane D. Cali Neal C Villhauer 
Mark A Kaprelian 
Charles E. Armstrong $2,500+ 
Leonard J Cali Lawrence I. Kiern Thomas F. Walsh Julie fv1. Arvo MacKenzie Gregg A Gilman* 
Andrea L. Dulberg Richard B. Werner Joan M. Kripke Christine E. Brummer Jeffrey H. Miller* 
Jerome F Elliott Ramona C. Lackore William L. Burakoff Rick Silverman* 
Marjory A German Warren C. Laski Robert L. Cohen 
James W. Houck 1986 .... Karen K. Legault Kendall W Daines $1,000+ 
Barbara A Kaye Richard A. Levy Scott K. Daines 
Eric M. Acker 
Nereida Melendez-Rivera TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $161,056 Lisa S Mankofsky Kathryn A Donohue 
Nicole V Colwell 
Mark S. Molina $50,000+ 
Linda S. Marshall 
Todd G. Frank 
Maureen A. Darrnanin 
Cristofaro Osti Kerry A. Galvin* 
David M. Matuszewski 
Justin A Gerak 
Jeff E. Friedman 
Douglas F Schleicher Lori A McAllister Steven J Greene 
Robert M. Gerstein 
$10,000+ Thomas R. Morris Marlene V Greenberg Duncan A Stuar1 Frances W Hamermesh Ronald S Betman Carole L. Nuechterle rn Ward A Greenberg George J Tzanetopoulos Lori F Hirsch 
Deirdre M. von Moltke* 
Peter C. Krupp Daniel A O'Fallon Scott M. Kosnoff 
H. Kurt von Moltke ' 
W Todd Miller' Nat L. Pernick 
Max M. Hirschberger 
James T Markus 
Davrd J Zott* Kiat Poonsombudlert Eric R. Hubbard Frank C Shaw Robin A Walker-Lee Alexander W Joel 
$5,000+ Rebecca L. Raftery Scott A. Sinder 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Michael T Edsall' Laura L. Romeo 
Russell N. Johnson 
Mark H. Adelson Winston K. Jones ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Denise Arca 
Mark A. Moran' Nancy G. Rubin 
Eduardo J Juarez Cynthia A Baker 
Emil Arca 
Bernadette C Sargeant 
Andi S Kenney Mark A Barnett 
Robert H. Bach 
Devin S. Schindler 
David F Kolin Karen L. Barr 
Edward H. Shakin 
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(Q 
co co 
Monica C. Barrett 
Alfredo A. Bismonte 
George H. Boerger 
Jeffrey L. Braker 
Linda K. Burakoff 
Lynda K. Chandler 
Colin D. Chapman 
Gabriel J. Chin 
Jul ia .4. Cort 
Adam J. Dickstein 
Christian L. Duvernoy 
Robert C. Eustice 
David C. Forman 
Melissa Forstner 
Thomas C. Froehle 
Debbie J. Gezon 
Antonel la Giacobone 
Arnold Gonzales 
David L Goret 
Doug A. Graham 
Cra ig W Hammond 
Joel L Herz 
Scott A. Huizenga 
Charlotte H. Johnson 
Jay R. Jolliffe 
Gregory A. Kalscheur 
Scott M. Kalt 
Krista D. Kauper 
Thomas H. Keyse 
M. Sean Laane 
Robert D. Labes 
Brad Lane 
Anne E. Larson 
Katherine F. Lauer 
W David Mann 
Jonathan H. Margolies 
Marjorie M. Margolies 
Melissa H. Maxman 
Sharon L. McConne!I 
Jeffrey D. Nickel 
Lisa M. Panepucci 
Janice K. Procter-Murphy 
Mitchell J. Rapp 
Patricia A. Riley 
David A. Robinson 
Richard M. Rosenthal 
Mark R. Soble 
Nina K. Srejovic 
Nicholas J. Stasevich 
Craig L. Sumberg 
Sheila A. Sundval l 
Gail H. Thomason 
James L. Thompson 
Jonathan Tukel 
Catherine C VanKula 
George VanKula 
Ena L Weathers 
Janet K. Welch 
22 
..... 1939 ..... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $43,139 
$10,000+ 
Matthew E. Berke 
$5,000+ 
Bruce G. Tuchman 
$2,500+ 
Creighton R. Meland' 
$1.000+ 
Lydia Barry Kelley 
Stephen W Ke1ley 
Robert R. Kimball 
Mirhael M. Parham 
Jack M. Williams 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
David H. Baum 
Diane I. Bonina 
J Danielle Carr 
Steven F Cherry 
Cynthia L Corbett-Hoffman 
Sandra M. Cotter 
Catherine J. Courtney 
Julie Creal 
Marcella David 
Randolph A. DelFranco 
Sharlene A. Deskins 
Tamara L Detloff 
.Allen C. Dick 
Jonathan T. Foot 
Michael S. Gadd 
Brian K. Gearinger 
Lisa S. Gelb 
Grant P Gilezan 
Robert K. Heineman 
Richard J Huber 
David L. Jenny 
Lance R. Jones 
Denise M. Kaplan 
Donald M. Kerwin 
Michaei L. Kidney 
Steven C. Lee 
J. tvlay Liang 
David N. Lutz 
Nicolas D. Mansfield 
Rebecca J McDade 
Michael Mcleod 
Steven D. Meyers 
Dianne L. Miller 
Kathryn A. Mrkonich Wilson 
Darleen R. Ortega 
Jeffrey A Ott 
Audrey A. Polite 
Ethan M. Posner 
Bruin S Richardson 
Mark L. Rickard 
Steven J. Rindsig 
Lucy S. Russell 
Jeremy R. Salesin 
Daniella Saltz 
James E. Schaafsma 
Frederick P Sheinfield 
Jane A. Stautz 
Maureen P. Taylor 
Paul G. Thompson 
Kristin M Vanden Berg 
Charles J. Vigil 
Damon N. Vocke 
Sara E. von Bernthal 
Marija Willen 
Eric C. Yeager 
Teresa Z. Youhanaie 
Ruth E. Zimmerman 
..... 1990 .... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $110,403 
$50,000+ 
Sanford E. Perl* 
$2,500+ 
Christine M. Castellano* 
Harold H. Hunter' 
James C Melvin* 
On Rosen 
$1,000+ 
Maria R. Acker 
Mary B. Etrick 
Monika D. Jelic 
Richard K. Kornfeld 
Diane E. Lifton 
Tyler M. Paetkau 
Kenneth A. Wittenberg 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Audrey J Anderson 
Matthew A. Anderson 
Stacey R. Anthony 
Eric A. Barron 
Timothy W Brink 
Elizabeth B. Bryant 
John A. Castaneda 
Pamela G. Costas 
Julie B. Crockett 
Tracy D. Daw 
Ronald G. DeWaard 
Kenneth M. Dintzer 
Andrew S Doctoroff 
David N. Eskenazi 
Bradley L. Fisher 
Michael F. Flanagan 
David L. Fleisher 
Koji Fujita 
Jeffrey A. Gallant 
Frank J. Garcia 
Geoffrey H. Gemh 
Stephen P Griebel 
Susan M. Guindi 
Danie! R. Hurley 
David J Kaufman 
James B. Kimmel 
Pamela R. Kittrell 
Stephen A. Klein 
Hideaki Kubo 
Steven M. Levitan 
Pamela A. Long 
C Thomas Ludden 
Molly McG'nnis Stine 
Charles McPhedran 
K. Heather McRay 
Mary Beth Murphy 
Serge D. Nehama 
Michael G. Redstone 
Michael N. Rom ita 
Melanie Sabo 
Dianne B. Salesin 
Peter R. Saree 
Marn M. Shayne 
Hirao Sona 
Melanie H. Stein 
Robert K. Steinberg 
Lea A. Strme 
Randall M. Sto::e 
John F Ward 
Jill M Wneaton 
Colin J Zick 
.... 1991 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $55,280 
$10,000+ 
David K. Callahan · 
Kelly A. Kenney 
$5,000+ 
Pran Jha' 
David A. Moran 
$2,500+ 
Robert J Borthwick' 
Edurne Navarro-Varona 
$1.000+ 
Amy E. Kosnoff 
Jill D. Neiman 
Jennifer L. Taylor 
Sadhna G. True 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
William B. Batzer 
Danetta L. Braushaw 
Carla F. Brigham 
johan V Brigham 
William R. Burford 
Hector J. Cisneros 
Ann I. Clowser 
Michael F Colosi 
Oscar G. Couto 
Jane G. Ditelberg 
Joshua L. Ditelberg 
James A. Flaggert 
Elise K. Foster 
BridgP.t T Gonder 
Mark A. Gottlieb 
Elizabeth A. Grossman 
Robert J Kilgore 
Margo S Kirchner 
Philip S McCune 
Barbara L. McOuade 
Haruko Ozeki 
Christine A. Pagac 
Jeffery J Oualkinbush 
Mo!ly Reilly 
Kimberly J 8udy·Winbusl; 
Jacqueline R. Shapo 
Adam C Sloane 
David M. Tnir:imig 
William G. Tishkoff 
Christopher A. White 
Kathryn Whittaker 
Samuel C. Wisotzkey 
.... 1992 .... 
CLASS GIFT: $138,799 
S10,000+ 
Gregory S Arovas' 
Bruce J Goldner 
$5,000+ 
Michael A. Mazzuch* 
$2,500+ 
Amy Findley· 
Jeffrey P Hinebaugh 
$1,000+ 
Timothy M. Carison 
David R. Eberhart 
Myles R. Hansen 
Michael D. Martin 
Patrick F. McGow 
Steven W. Pearlman 
Sarah C Zearfoss 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Corinne A. Beckwith 
Thomas E. Bejin 
John F Birmingham 
Henry R. Chalmers 
Mark H. Colton 
Carla Conover Aly 
Valerie M. Dawson 
Wiiliarn J Dubinsky 
Eliot S. Ephraim 
Maria T. Harshe 
Carolyn C Jackson 
Sarah J Kilgore 
Jeffrey S. Kim 
Charles K. Maier 
Koj i Matsumoto 
Saari Nakamura 
David Newmann 
Mark T. Phil lis 
Gary W Reinbold 
Matthew J. Renaud 
Neil A. Riemann 
8. Andrew Rifkin 
Sinisa Rodi11 
Scott A. Schrader 
Robert A. Seltzer 
Steve D. Sencer 
Brian C. Silbernagel 
Teresa L. Snider 
Sylvia A. Stein 
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Craig C Stevens 
Rocco E Testani 
Thomas D. Titsworth 
Gordon ~. Toering 
David M. Traitel 
Joanne H. Tu rner 
Marc A. VanAl1en 
Nancy 8. Wa<te 
Valerie J Wald 
Rebecca S Whitehouse 
..... 1993 ..... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $76,378 
$10,000+ 
Susan R. Kohn* 
Gerald T Nowal:* 
$5,000+ 
Andrew B. Clubok* 
Ron D. Franklin ' 
$2,500+ 
Kimberly S 1-\1cantara· 
Oscar L. 1~!cantara' 
Rene M. Johnson 
Roger S. Lucas 
$1,000+ 
Paul A Bondor 
Michele E. Gilman 
Neil K. Gilrn;in 
Kelly M. Hall 
Anthony J Mavrinac 
Christopher R. Nicastro 
Linda P Nicastro 
Ellen M. Smith 
Heid i J Stock 
Yi Zliang 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Michelle N. Bacchus 
Jack S Bailey 
Mary C. Ball 
Joanne M BarbPra 
Dirk A Beamer 
Kevin J Bonner 
Liesel E. Brand S:evens 
Mary E. Britton 
Thomas J Buiteweg 
David M. Byrne 
Christopher N. Cheng 
Thomas D. Colis 
Christopher G. Emch 
Bany L. Fischer 
Neil C Gever 
Jamie C. Hecht Nisid is 
Lauren M. Holiender 
Raymond M. Kethledge 
Deborah .A. Kop 
Martin J Lalonde 
Suzanne M. Lambert 
David J Ledermann 
Karen L. Ludden 
Phyllis H. Marcus 
Lonee E. Mathews 
Brian D. McCabe 
Stacey L McG ra1·1 
David E. Morri son 
Jeffrey Moss 
Douglas E. Onsi 
Jane K. Pine 
Kathryn R. Rand 
Douglass IV1. Rayburn 
Christopher B. Reid 
l.auren Z. Rooe 
Howard fV1. Sendrovitz 
Lynn M. Shotwell 
Bradl&y L. Smith 
Lau rie M Stegman 
Michelle E. Ta:g111a11 
Anastasia L Urtz 
Bhamat1 Viswan3than 
Barbara A Walkowski 
Kenneth \IV. Waterway 
Tracy S Weissman 
James R. Wierenga 
Su ng K. Yoon 
..... 1994 .. ... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $70,916 
$25,000+ 
David A Breach• 
$5,000+ 
Holly F Clubok* 
$2,500+ 
Matthew F. Bergmann 
Michael A Bresse* 
f~ancy E. Falk ' 
Stephen T F31k • 
$1,000+ 
Otto Beatty 
Mark J Carpenter 
Janene A Colli11s 
Wendy A Hallgren 
Chery1 A Hipp 
Rick Hsu 
Ann M. Kraemer 
Heather S Muel:er 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Jeffrey 0. Appelt 
Steven M Baumer 
Jennifer L. Blickenstaff 
Dean BJchner 
Andrev.1 S Cohen 
Bradley L Cohn 
Garrett Duarte 
Camilla E. Eriandsdotter-Janssen 
Christopher R. Falk 
Danie! IVI. Feeney 
Helene Tami Glotzer 
Michael D. Gresens 
Teresa Holderer 
Anne G. Lalonde 
Liam B. Lavery 
Jill E. Major Halevi 
Nicole B. Onsi 
Les!ie C. Overton 
Mona J Patel 
Christopher J Peters 
Mary Lou Peters 
Laura E. Poellet 
Erika K. Powers >\ppeli 
Elaine M. Rice 
Elizabeth Rosenfeld Greenough 
Daniel S Ruzurnna 
Thomas J Seigel 
Laurie A. Webb 
IV1iLi1ae1 L Weissman 
David B. Williams 
Margare1 C. Wilson 
Roben G. Wilson 
..... 1995 ..... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $38,305 
S10,000+ 
Eric J Gorman 
Ar l:ce IVI. Tool 1ey 
$2,500+ 
Michele R. Chaffee 
Adam J Nordin' 
$1,000+ 
LaRhonda J Brown-Barrett 
Brian Byrne 
Sophia S Hartch 
Timothy E. Hartch 
Roger A Hipp 
Nina L. Jezic 
Josh A Levine 
Andrew Z Spilkin 
Nicole J Wade 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Kwadwo Addo-Prempeh 
Marta B. Almli 
Katherine D. Ashley 
Andrea D. Axel 
Bradford J Axel 
Steven D. Barrett 
Vincent Basulto 
Peter C Beckerman 
.tl.ndrew P Boucher 
Jon R. Brandon 
Carolyn Burr 
Michael A. Carrier 
Ellen E. Crane Fre1gang 
James IV1. Curtis 
Daniel P Dain 
Judith G. Deedy 
Christine N. Esckilsen 
Scott L. Garland 
Daniel J Greiner 
Russel I J Herron 
James D. Humphrey 
Reem F. Jishi 
Richard Klarman 
Dawn R. Kreysar 
Beth C Lax 
Gerald F Laonard 
Jenniier W Lewis 
David A Luigs 
John 8. Morris 
Jose Maria A Ochave 
Brian O'Donnell 
Deborah L. Patton 
David L. Schwartz 
Maura L. Scott 
Bruce Searby 
Roopa! R. Shah 
Svati K. Shashank 
Kirsten K. Solberg 
Mary A Sorel 
Paul J Tauber 
Joseph P Topolski 
S.D. Touma 
M. Todd Wade 
Daniel A Wentworth 
Melanie M. West 
Vincent J. WilK 
. .... 1995 .... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $102.751 
$25,000+ 
Nathaniel M. Marrs· 
$10,000+ 
Susan S Hassan 
Pau, J. Huff 
$5,000+ 
Harold E. Ford' 
Bryan S. Hales · 
Holly D. Hates· 
Maureen E. Sweeney· 
S2,500+ 
Drew N. Grabel ' 
Richard A. Norwitt* 
Sl.000+ 
Mike K. Coddington 
Carol E. Dixon' 
Gil Raviv 
Robert C Sepucha 
Adriana V Vlasic 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Steven P Berriman 
Joseph IV1. Boyle 
Lou ise S. Brock 
Thomas B. Cochrane 
Jason A. Crotty 
Richard J. Fine 
Daniel P Ginsberg 
Christina A Ginter 
Stephanie J Gold 
Eric P Gotting 
Nese B. Guendelsberger 
Deborah L Hamilton 
Kathenne H. Han 
Mark F Hoffman 
Erm ly M. Ho uh 
John C. Hutt 
Jacqueline L. Kadin 
Neomi F Katz 
Emmeline V Ki11 
Walter J Lanier 
Ariana R. Levinson 
Beriin Madison 
Catherine E. Maxson 
Bradley Miller 
Paul J Niewiadomski 
Deborah I. Ondersma 
Allison L. Palmer 
Er;c R. Phillips 
Laurrn B. Raphael 
Stephanie Schmelz 
Patrick C. Schmitrer 
Amit Shashank 
,James E. Southworth 
Jamina E. Tepley 
Jess ica Toll 
.... 1997 ..... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $41,627 
s10.ooo+ 
Martin A Diloreto 
Llat R. Meisler 
$5,000+ 
Meredith B. Jones 
S2,500+ 
Chad A. Read ier 
Sl,000+ 
Todd S. Aagaard 
Laura A Adderley 
Kristen M. Flynn 
Daniel J Kheel 
Xiaoyu G. Liu 
Kathleen IV1 Olin 
Robert B. Olin 
Kelli S Turner 
Yvette M. VanRiper 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Dina J Bakst 
Alexander D. Ba'dwin 
. J.rthur K. llartletL 
Jonathan Brennan 
Rebekah Eubanks 
Freeman L. Farrow 
Jordan D. Hansell 
Silvia J Hansell 
Timothy K. Howard 
Jeffrey H. Kahn 
David R. Karasik 
Michael D. Leffel 
Sarretta C. McDonough 
Neil J McNabnay 
David S. Mendel 
Matthew S. Miner 
Nancy A .. Murphy 
Carrie G. Palmer 
23 
William E. Quick Nikki S. Sokol 
Jerome J Roche Mary M. Stolmeier ..... 2000····· .... 2001 . ... . 
Thomas R. Best 
Jeremy S Bloom 
Matthew J Russo George M. Strander 
Rachel L. Sagan Yoshihiro Takami 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $36,006 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $18,635 
Justin S. Brennan 
Daniel H. Serlin Andrew J Tavi $10,000+ $2,500+ 
Jon C. Clark 
Linda K. C!ari< 
James M. Stephens Phillandas T Thomps8n Sean C. Grimsley Neal E. Sawatzke ' Lisa J Cole 
Matthew J Thomas Amy S. Thornborrow $5,000+ $1,000+ Jeanine H. Dankoff 
Steven H. Tobocman Susan W Waesco Paul J Astolfi* Eve Brensike Primus Ryan J Danks 
CD Kathryn A Youel Page 
CD 
Gregory R. Walker · Deborah A. Haase Josh B. Dobrowitsky 
~ 1998····· 
Elin B. Young Megan G. Walker' Sally Jean Penna 
N ..... 
Eric W Doherty 
0 $2,500+ 
0 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Tariq S Hafeez 
w TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $50,023 ····· 1999 ·· ··· Dennis f' Martin' John A Amash 
Ryan M. Harding 
$10,000+ 
$1,000+ Kristen M. Beutler 
Elizabeth B. Harned 
Ron E. Meisler TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $28,825 
Antonio Azzaca Ryan F Bloom 
Colin C Heitzm;mn 
$5,000+ 
$10,000+ Dina Grinshpun 
Jason H. Casell Tamara G. Jain 
Ethan D. Dettmer* David E. Aman 
Norberto f' Salinas Beatrice S Chandler 
Neill P. Jakobe 
Daniel E. Laytin* Lefan Gong* 
Christopher G. Schmitt Cristina R. Cooper 
Stacy S. Jakobe 
Laura M. Ricketts* $2,500+ 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Jean-Marc Corredor Breton Leone-Quick 
$2,500+ 
Chang-Tien Huang* Jasmine Abdel-Khalik 
Kelly rvl. Corredor Amy Y Liu 
Geoffrey R. Entress' 
Philip M. Abelson 
Kevin M. Costantino James L. Mathewson 
$1,000+ Kimberly D. Bailey 
Andrew B. Demers Jessica P. Mathewson 
$1,000+ 
Gregory W Cooksey Adam M. Becker 
Paul A Diller Benjamin W McDonough 
John M. Breza Alessandra K. Murata Trevor J Belden 
Catherine T Dobrowitsky David E. Mills 
Susan E. Raffanello Brian M. Steinhardt John V Berlinski 
Paul J Dutton Ben1amin C. Mizer 
Paul B. Stephens ADDITIONAL GIFTS Christopher J Burke 
Todd A. Frankel Emily L. Murray 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Jasmine Ball Rochelle T Charnin 
Jami A Gekas Brian C. Neal 
Thurston C Bailey Jeannine Bell Jennifer A Chin 
Elizabeth H. Goldman Christopher R. Noyes 
Stacy A Baim Jason K. Bowler Matthew Clash-Drexler 
Robert A Greebel Devin B. O'Neill 
Jenny S. Boulton David B. Charnin Sara W Clash-Drexler 
Brian C. Gruber Debra Shuwarger 
Erika L. Butler H.H. Chen-Schneider Anne K. Cusick 
Scott W Hairston Daniel F Spies 
Sarah L. Cave Seth A Cohen Alexander V Danilov 
Sarah P. Kelly Tatyana Trakht 
C. Lewis Collins Adam B. Cox Abhijit Das 
Rebecca Min Jill L. Van Dalen 
Leonor Y Dicdican Amy 0 Duerk Marita C Etcubanez 
Danielle A Phillip John D. Webster 
Edward M. Fentin Charlotte J Gibson Zavos Christopher G. Evers 
Mark W Pletcher James R. Whitney 
Ira D. Finkelstein Jeff Gifford Lynda S. Flood 
Navin Rao 
Michael B. Fisch David R. Grand Paula A Hall 
Eric E. Reed ..... 2003····· 
Gillian N. Flory Matthew I. Hall Catherine R. Jones 
Asim Rehman 
Susan W Foxman Adam D. Harris Glenn H. Kaminsky 
Amy L. Sankaran TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $24,165 
Michele L. Frasier Wing Brian J Howard Denise Kirkowski Bowler 
Vivek S. Sankaran 
Christine E. Frey David C Kirk Jeffrey Klain 
Jennifer L. Saulino 
$2,500+ 
Andrew A Frumovitz Richard A Kline Thomas !-1. Klein 
JoAnn K. Slater 
Nicholas S. Janiga· 
David S. Gingold Oliver J Larson Lloyd J Lemmen 
Judd R. Spray 
Emily S. Janz* 
Ronald E. Hall Wendy M. Levine Alexandra T MacKav 
Narai Sugino $1,000+ 
Scot A Hill Paul D. Luongo Russell M. McGlothl.in 
Scott D. Thompson Ashley M. Bauer 
Stasha Jain Evan K. Makela Pietro Merlino 
Mark V Vitek Michael R. Cavanaugh 
Dina Kallay Michael J Mclaughlin Stuart A. Morrissy 
Seth F. Wilkinson Eric R. Goodman 
Dina M. Khaled Kendra D. Miller Tom I. Romero 
Zahraa V Wilkinson Paolo lannuccelli 
Susan C. Kim Karen E. Phillips Hartmut Schneider 
Ryan D. Junck 
Lisa M. Kiner Carlos Ramirez Hillary S. Springe! ..... 2002 ···· 
David H. Kaplan' 
Nancy Klain Elliot M. Regenstein Corin R. Swift 
Anna-Rose Mathieson 
Erica D. Klein Marc L. Robinson Liv N. Tabari TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $15,580 
Yarmela Pavlovic 
Quynh G. Lam Todd W Roeser Jean Taylor 
Neal J Reenan 
James E. Myers Mark A Schwartz Matthew R. VanderGoot 
$2,500+ ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Carrie L. Newton Aaron C Singer Carla Varner 
Elizabeth L. Carr David G. Alderson 
Michelle L. Patail Randy L. Socol Robert J Waldner 
Ellisen S. Turner' Elizabeth L. Ash 
Mark B. Periard Dana A. Thompson T Chris Workman 
$1.000+ Philip K. Bayer 
Scott D. Pomfret Camille C. Weekes 
Shannon N. Salinas Joscelyn C. Boucher 
Nicole B. Porter Nicholas R. Zavos 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Bridgette A Carr 
Ann R. Reyes-Robbins 
Lori E. Arz Ann H. Chen 
Kelly L. Schmitt 
Eric A Baker Andma f' Clark 
Sarah 0. Schrup 
Carole J BenEzra Hillary J Close 
Raj N. Shah 
Shlome S Benezra Marianne L. Congdon-Hohman 
Stefanie A Doebler 
24 * CAV/'.,EOIU.v1 SOCIETY// to c CE.:\SED 
Sharon Dolente 
Ellen A. Gish 
Kenneth J Gish 
Alicia F Goldin 
Michael W Groebe 
Bradley J Herrerna 
Tnmnas E. Hogan 
Stepha r1 ie Y. Hu 
Kristina R. Ju11tune11 
Jeffrey D. Kiingrnan 
Jodi E. Lopez 
Ryan J Mason 
Megan P McKnight 
Amanda Mitchell Bwke 
Virginia Morrison 
Kristin E. Neilson 
Jennifer S. Neumann 
Michael J Paque 
Amy P Purcell 
Catherine L. Romanchek 
Hana A. Sato 
Sarah G. Schwartz 
Erin L. Shencopp 
Alex E. Spjute 
Roger H. Stetson 
Jacob C Tiedt 
Travis T Townsend 
Jimmie R. Webster 
... 2004··"· 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $9,386 
$2,500+ 
Nathan J. Hole* 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Michael D. Adamski 
Kavitha J. Babu 
John Bunyan 
Jennifer R. Callaghan 
Gary Y. Chyi 
Andrew C. Daly 
Guil lermo E. Edelman 
John G. Fedynsky 
Matthew T. Ferns 
Andrew L. Foster 
Anthony D. Gill 
Erin E. Gill 
Rebecca S. Giltner 
Deborah A Goldfarb 
Nagamasa Honda 
El izabeth E. Jones 
Anne E. Kanyusik Yoakum 
iVlatthew A Katz 
Harpreet K. Khera 
Daniel W. Linna 
Katie C. Lorenz 
Andrew J rv1a1ihot 
Maren R. Norton 
Tsuyoshi Orihashi 
Marcy L. Rosen 
"' CAVhED IUf\li SOC IETY// :;.-D>::CEASE[; 
Marco A Salcedo 
Melissa L. Schwab 
Louis iVI. Segreti 
Hope rvt Spencer 
John J Tepedino 
Jesse Wald 
Sel ia iVI . Warren 
Sarah R. Wasserman Rajec 
James A. Wright 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $15,184 
$1,000+ 
Russe11 L. Co le 
Jessica E. Fenton 
Yi Gae/ 
Megan C McCul loch 
Brian H. Pandya 
Ali H. Shah 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Regina Abayev 
Flavia A Acerbi 
Justin A Amash 
Urnbreen S Bhatt: 
Jonathan D. Brodhag 
Gary K. Brucker 
Francesco Capitta 
Debra R. Coletti 
Michael B. Daniel 
James A. Earl 
Dominic J. Ferullo 
Brencian J Geary 
Geoffrey A Haveman 
Gates S Hurand 
Kristen iV1. Jacoby 
Bjorn K. Johnson 
Srikanth Katragadda 
Autumn C. Katz 
Michael Y. Kieval 
Jonathan Kir ley 
Michael J Krautner 
Kathleen P. La lly 
Joelle B. Larson 
Kerr;-Ann N. iVlcLean 
Douglas iV1. Nelson 
Nentcho f' Nentchev 
Elisabeth J Neubauer 
Christine E. Nielsen 
Maureen C Onyeagbako 
Aaron A Ostrovsky 
.Andrea D. Ostrovsky 
Casius H. Pealer 
Micnael A Ponzo!i 
iVlaithew D. Pryor 
Joshua 0. Ralsky 
Andrew D Schl ichter 
Morgan M. Smith 
Lindsey M. Stetson 
Mario J Weber 
Elizabeth S Weinstein 
Nathan E. Wilhite 
Mona M. Youssef 
1iza Zarnd 
.... ?006 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $26,572 
$2,500+ 
John R. Edwards* 
$1,000+ 
Joseph f\shby' 
Heidi S. Bond ' 
Kath1yn G. Cole 
Ma11hew J Nolan' 
Trisha M. Rich' 
Richard J Ru1and'' 
Col in E. Schreck' 
Justin W Solomon·' 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Bethany C Ace 
Aaron rvl. Bartell 
Sarah Bender-Nash 
Benjamin Blaustein 
Paul J Cambridge 
Jenni fer D. Carter-Johnson 
Yasm ine Chubin 
David D. Coe 
Jenel R. Cotton 
Talia C Dubovi 
Michae! f' Favreito 
f,n11e N. Finken 
Eric D. Foerg 
l\laina R. Fotiu-Wojtowicz 
Jason D. Gienn 
Elizabeth A Goteski 
Leanne E. Hartmann 
Michele M. Haynes 
Jennifer J Helms 
Sophia E Hudson 
Cynthia S. Kao 
Robert A Koch 
,Justine Lazarus 
Sam S Lee 
Sylvia Lee 
Mandy Legai 
Jason L. Lichtman 
Lisa K. Loesel 
Alexandra H. Magill Bramer 
Bayrex Marti 
Mary C. Martin 
'Jannesa C. Martinez 
Davia T. McGee 
E!ise J McGee 
Alexondra L. Mertens 
Jacob Oetama-Paul 
Michael A Pearson 
Ben H. Pensak 
Justin C. Pfeiffer 
Ryan J. Rettmann 
Maria C Rivera 
Ryan A Roman 
Douglas L. Sanders 
Douglas R. Sargent 
JeanninG D. Sims 
Melanie Sonnenborn 
Jeffrey R. Tucker 
Jason S. Weinstein 
Noam Wiener 
A.dam B. Wolfson 
... ~CG7 ··· 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $7,650 
$1,000+ 
Robert P Stockman* 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Jordan S Adler 
Krista D. Adler 
iVlargaret P. Aisenbrey 
iVlarc M. Allon 
Brad Anthony 
Laura E. A.ppieby 
Benjam'il S. Baum 
Amanda L. Becerra 
Jennifer A Berman 
Matthew I. Bobb 
Ca itl in Ba ir 
Sigurd Lars Carlson 
.Amanda K. Dalla 
Brian C Doughty 
Kyle Y. Faget 
Deon D. Falcon 
Pau line Fa rmer-Koppenol 
Kyle J Fisher 
Ron E. Garber 
Elizabeth L. Geary 
Darren J Greca 
Brian A. Hawkins 
Osborne L. Hazel 
Jennifer J Hii! 
Alia K. Haimes 
Jeffrey Jacobi 
Ha ley K. Krug 
Emily M. LaCroix 
La Toya J Lark n 
Emilie C. Mathieu 
Raghava Murthy 
Sara A Nicholson 
Sandra Z. Nierenberg 
Noah F. Roth 
El izabeth iV1. Ryan 
Raman Santra 
Erin C. Schuitz 
Ma11eesh Sl1arrna 
Kamao C. Shaw 
Diana Spresser 
Jeremy M Suhr 
Paul J Wellington 
Tengfei Wu 
..... 2008· .. . 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $18,975 
$5,000+ 
f~icole A A.lien' 
$2,500+ 
Brittany D. Parling* 
$1,000+ 
Carolyn iV1. Grunst' 
Mitchell D. Ho!zrichter* 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS 
Joshua B .. i\lbertson 
Ryan S Babiuch 
Luis A Barrera 
Dario Borghesan 
Pamela S. Brantley 
Erin E. Broderick 
Justin S. Brooks 
Michael R. Ced il los 
Marianne W Chow 
David G. Cooper 
Laura J Davis 
Erin C. Dougherty 
Kath ryn M. Drenr11ng 
Susanna G. Dyer 
Brian A Fogerty 
Isabelle R. Go!d 
Jason R. Gorc;'ynski 
Lat a D. Guercio 
Kelley A. Harvil la 
Karin M. Hoekstra 
Yun Yun Huang 
Jaclyn R. Johnson 
Theodore P. Ki 11 
Monica R. Klosterman 
Andrew S. Kneplev 
Ky!e H. Landis-Marinello 
John Phuoc N. Le 
Wallace J Lee 
Scott R. Lesser 
Adam B. Litle 
Matthew Maddox 
A.Ian A Martinson 
Dan1ei R. McCarthy 
Diana C. iVliller 
Sarah E. fv1olenkamp 
Matthew Muspratt 
Christine M. Neuharth 
Matthew S. Owen 
Aesha R. Pallesen 
Jonah B. Plait 
Christopher D. Porter 
A.biman Rajadurai 
Grant R. Riedesei 
Michae i J Ruttinger 
Lauren E. Schrero 
Andrew T Shepard 
Daniel J Si lverthorn 











Scott C. Wilcox Katya S Cronin Erica N. Turcios' Nicho!as A. Misek' Charlotta L. Chung' 
Todd L. Wiseley Matthew J Cronin'· Ryan M. Walden' Katherine H. Nielson· Michelle H. Cox 
Gregory M. York James H. Dunfee Jacob A. Walker' Dustin M. Parmley' Stefanie D. Coyle ' 
Chris J Zhen Alexander S Edelson Joseph Y Wang' Veronica R. Percia' Spencer D. Critchett · 
Lia N. Ernst' Gillian L. Warmfiash' Jaclyn R. Podor' Sarah L. Cylkowski 
2009····· 
Ross B. Faith' Ashley M. Washington·. Nicholaus A. Podsiadlik' Mary Clare DeBartolo' ..... 
Solana P Flora' Lisa W Watkins' Barry W Price' Zach D. Dembo'' 
l'0 TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $8,155 
Amy M. Floraday'· Meredith S. Weill· Matt Remissong' Johanna S. Dennehy 
0 Adam W Freed Matthew J Weiser' John F Rhoades Emily L. Douglas 
0 
CD $2,500+ Justin A Gayle' Jacob K. Weixler' Stephen C. Rooke' Timothy M Estep" 
l'0 Sean M. Powers* Zachary I. Gordon' Ellen F Wetmore Jonah 0. Roth' Rachel J Ezzell 
0 
l'0 ADDITIONAL GIFTS Bethany A. Gorlin' Lin Xiao Anne I. Salomon' llya Feldsherov 
Margaret F Barri Keith D. Greenberg Mei Li Zhen Rukku Sing la' Brian K. Fitzpatrick 
Joanna P Bartold Daniel A. Grossman Cameron G. Smith' Jonathan G. Fornbonne' 
George W. Bishop Tina Han' 
2011 
Lauren S. Smith' Nathan J. Francis" 
Eric A. Bukstein Jacquel ine D. Harrington 
.. .. Meredith A. Smith' Jonathan K. Fung' 
Brian D. Camire Anthony G. Hazkia l' Stephen V St Vincent' Jerome Galang' 
Theresa M. Dean Michael P. Hedin TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $7,151 Lawrence Stierhoff Connor T Gants' 
Jason S. Dreifuss Kevin S. Henderson' Michael J. Adler' Robert M. Swenson' Stephen Gilson' 
Kimberly A. Dudek En Hong ' Alan J Alexander' Matthew J Talley' Lindsey N. Golden'· 
Marla P. Dunn Joshua S. Hopstone'· Elizabeth J Allen ' Jesse L. Taylor" John M. Graves' 
Laura N. Ferre! I Daniel S. Horwitz' Daniel D. Ambar' Sara M. Taylor' Teagan J Gregory' 
Gabriel D. Goid Keith D. Hudolin" Andrea S. Anantharam·' William R. Thomas Manolo Guardiola' 
Elyse M. Greenwald Ivana Josipovic' Sada J. Baby' Samu el P. VanVolkenburgh Lisa N. Haidost;an' 
Lisa R. Hel em Anastasia N. Kaup' Aaron E. Bass' Alex S Vo'· Gautam S. Hans 
Xiaoming Kang Robyn J Konkel' Jonathan A Beitner Grace L. Wang Steven J. Hanton·' 
Robert E. Kim Jan P. Kubicki-Mensz' Nathaniel P. Bruhn'· Daniel LI . Warsh Christopher M. Hirst 
Serena G. Liu Christopher J Kypreos Matthew J. Budow John D. Weaver Chloe I. Holzman' 
Chune Loong Lum Stephanie 0. Lamarque' Michael J Bujold' Stephen M. Woodcock' Talar Hovnanian 
Annise K. Maguire Michael C Lew Mark C Buresh' Stephanie A. Yoshida' Emi ly F. Huang' 
Coty W. Meibeyer Frances S. Lewis'' Elizabeth A. Campbell' Nina F Zelic' Michael J Huff 
Jason C. Miller Teresa Y Lin ' Eric J. Chisholm· Caitlin B. Johnson' 
Benjamin F Patterson Leah lvl. Litman' Diana K. Cieslak' David C. Johnson 
Russell C. Petrella Holly B. Loomis Joseph R. Coburn' .. .. . 2012 ..... Rebecca ivl Klein' 
Daniella T. Polar Anna Magazinnik' Adam Cowing · John T. Koehler' 
Wasim W Quadir Louisa K. Marion' Andrew S. Crayl TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $57,306 Samantha M. Koshgarian 
Geoffrey L. Radebaugh Christopher J Marquez' Brett M. DeGrofi' $25,000+ Beth A. Kresse! Itkin'' 
Steven W Robinson Sean L. McGrane' Laura H. Ellis' Christopher C Anson Alex lvl. Lacey' 
Gabriele Sabata Katie L. McRoberts' T. Blake Finney·' $10,000+ Amanda T. Lee 
Eric C Schmale Jane M. lvletcali' Scott J. Fishwick Ryan Duffield David P Levine' 
Beth A. Schwanke Sandeep 0. Navalgund'' Johanna M. Franzen·' Jamie L. Loeks Bianca S Levin-Soler 
Rohan C. Shetty Rebecca M Oyama' Blake A. Gansborg' Kristina Y Liu' 
Anna C Skiba-Crafts Ryan A. Particka' Jaclyn R. Giffen' 
ADDITIONAL GIFTS Jeremy D. Lockhart 
Peter B. Skrief Evan Pickering' Susan N. Go ld is ' 
Kelechi E. Ad ibe ' Ian M. Love· 
Mustafa llnlu Kyle J Recker'· Siephanie M. Jordan" 
Ca itlin M. Annatoyn·' 
Katherine L. tv1arcut 
Marc R. Wezowski Megan L. Rodgers· Heidi J Joseph' 
Emily E. Bakeman 
Stacey C McClurkin·' 
Michelle A. Rounick Brenna D. Ke lly 
Andreas Becker·, 
Jen111fer G. Meyer' 
Michael D. Sadowitz" Gavin 0. Kentch' 
Leah G. Beitner 
Joseph P Michaels 
····· 2010 ..... Brian N. Savage'' Beth J Kerwin' Timothy A Bekkers' Katherine V Miler' 
Samara K. Schwartz Li!y H. Kirn 1' Justin A Benson Jul ie E. Milligan 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $9,485 Quentin L. Smith' Tomek J Koszylko/\ 
Ligia M. Bernardo 
Ryan M. Mott 
Louis A. Artime Brad M. Smyer' Peter C. Krzywicki·' 
Reta E. Bezak' JP Nogues' 
Lara M. Bach' Devora Y Snyder· Christopher M. Kurpinski' Emily A. Boening Katharine L. Ostrow' 
Hayley L Berlin' Changsheng Song· Marvin J Lowenthal Robert D. Boley Zachary E. Oswald' 
Corinne N. Bethune Sprague' Stephanie A Song" Tad J. Macfarlan Karen L. Boore' Devika Persaud' 
John P Bringewatt' Kate F Sta me I I Richard H. Maidman'· 
Frederick A Braunstein 
Jason Z Pesick' 
Sarah Bullard VanVolkenburgh' Benjamin J. Stein James R. Mangum' Sharon I. Brett' Jordan D. Peterson 
Erik J. Carson' Grant T Stern Jesse L. Maniff' William K. Briggs' Christopher M. Pierre ' 
Wonjin Choi' Lauren M. Strandbergh Eric H. Mao" 
Benjamin Brown' 
Samuel P Pl ott ' 
Jeffrey L. Coieman Kathrina J Szymborski Aurora Maoz' Frank A. Buda' Daniel E. Prieve · 
Katherine A. Conlin' Ashley E. Tan' Lee 8. Maynard' Evan A. Cass' Charles R. Quigg' 
Fiona E. Cousland' Rodney J Tolentino' Peter E. McGraw Brian Y Chang' Benjamin B. Reed'· 
Katie J. Mcloughl in' Ceridwen B. Cherry 
..... ,. ... ... ... ..... ,. .. . ....... ... .. .. ... ............. .. .... 
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John J Robinson' Matthew A. Frank 
Mirna Romie Mark P Franke' 
Samuel N. Rudman' Meredith B. Garry 
Nadia E. Said' El izabeth M. GarY'' 
Sogoal A. Salari' Katherine R. Gett 
Stephanie L. Salter' Sara A. Gibson' 
Paul W Sanderson-Cimino' Kathryn E. Gilbert' 
Nawreen Sattar' Justin J Gi llett' 
Peter J Sauer' Heather N. Goodlett' 
Daniel A. Schwartz' Rachel L. Granneman' 
Zachary L. Sorman' Elizabeth J Grossman'' 
Karl A. Stampfl' Joshua G. Hazan' 
Sarah G. Steege' Anna M. Hill' 
Amy M. Stein' Elizabeth D. Houghton' 
Molly E. Storey" Brian L. Howard ' 
Anand W Sudhakar Caitlin R. Howitt' 
Ramzi N. Takla' Kevin E. Jonas' 
Xiyi Tang' Jaclyn A. Kelley' 
Martha S. Thomsen' Beth E. Kurtz' 
Erin R. Van Campen· William W. Kwok 
Stijn Van Osch' Joanna Lampe' 
Amy H. Walters' Jeremiah R. Langston' 
Nicholas F Wasdin' John A. Lawson' 
Karmyn J Wedlow· Kimberly A. Leaman' 
Adam S Weiner' Daniel B. Lewin' 
Paul L. Western' Sarah H. Licht' 
Alexandra L. Wilde' Samantha D. Marshall' 
Leah K. Williams' Christiana M Martenson' 
Carrie E. Wilson' Katherine F Martin-Browne 
Christa D. Wittenberg' Jeffrey D. Mayo 
Katherine M. Wojewoda·. Joseph D. Mead' 
John M. Zwier' Jesse C Medlong' 
Adam B. Miller-Howard' 
..... 2013 
Jack A. Morgan' 
Jessica A. Morton ' 
William C Mullen' 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $8,649 Leyton P Nelson' 
Andrew W. Alexander' Allison M. Nichols' 
Kimberly G. Ang · Alexandra L. Nickow' 
Ankit Bahn' Elizabeth A. Och' 
Varun Behl' Adrian A. Ohmer'' 
Kenneth J Black· Mark A. Osmond' 
Sarah L. Black' Benjamin F. Reaveley'· 
Jeff Bradford' Elissa C Reidy' 
Christopher S Brannan· Katherine A. Robinson' 
El ihai A. Braun' Leora R. Rodenstein' 
Aaron P Brecher' Joanna G. Rogow' 
John R. Broderick'· Jordan D. Rosenfeld' 
Maximilian A. Bulinski' Nina Ruvinsky' 
Kathryn D. Bullard' Travis L. Scher' 
Michael Byun·' Peter E. Scherer' 
Alyssa M. Cantor' Carly J Schlosberg 
Giles T. Chandler Renee J Schamp' 
Dorothy Chang' Nadan Sehic 
Brian J Connolly·' Susie L. Shutts' 
Elizabeth C. Daligga · lrine A. Sorser' 
Margaret E. Dun lay Terwey' Aryn E. Sothbarr' 
Aghogho 0. Edevbie' Robby C. Staley' 
Jessica M. Englert Peter M. Starr' 
Taylor R. Evenson· Kylee J Sunderlin' 
Eric A. Felleman·' Anne M Szczubelek' 
Anika C. Fischer' Gabriel L. Tabak' 
Caroline A. Flynn' 
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Lyman Thai' 
Alyce W. Thompson'· 
Josephine Tung·' 
Allison L. Waks' 
Molly M. Watters'' 
Terrill A. Wilkins' 
Nancy H. Zhao' 
..... 2014 ..... 
TOTAL CLASS GIVING: $12,756 
Tara A. Amin' 
John A. Atchley' 
Matthew A. Bahleda 
Nathaniel D. Boesch 
Masha L. Bresner' 
Meegan B. Brooks' 
Dorothy N. Brown 
Katherine E. Carlton' 
Cynthia H. Cho' 
Greer B. Donley' 
Mark L. Garibyan'· 
Nicholas T Herrera' 
Deborah R. Huerta' 
Matthew W. Lanahan 
Sarah E. Larsen' 
Andrew C. Mauro 
Perry K. Miska 
Chelsea N. Mutual' 
Veronica A. Perera' 
Christopher M Popecki' 
Lauren E. Rivard'· 
Giselle B. Safazadeh' 
Meredith I. Santana' 
Michael J Schmale' 










The following members of the Michigan Law community, who are not alumni, 
made gifts to the Law School between July 1, 2013, and June 30, 2014. 
Mary L. Acker Maxine H. Clippert Glenda Haskell & Rick Reichman 
Albert & Mary Ellen Adams Linda D. Coaton Valerie & Spenser Havlick 
Elizabeth Y. Allvin Sean Connelly Suzanne & Jack Haynes 
Alicia Alvarez Sharon & Douglas Cooper Gary L. Heisler 
Naheed Amdani Edward H. Cooper* Mary & Eric Helfrich 
Ryan P. Anson Janice G. Cotter Corey J. Henry 
Alice & Richard Arlen Nona B. Cox* Judith Herbert 
Beverly S Ashford Thomas Cragg & Melissa Dunham-Cragg Richard R. Hollington 
Ankit Bahri Daniel A Crane Ian Holloway 
Todd M. Baily Zakaria Dabone Karen & Daniel Horan 
Patricia Ballard Kelly 0. Dancy Carol L. Hughes 
Michael A Bamberger Kristina B. Daugirdas Jerold H. Israel 
Richard Bamberger Alicia J. Davis Judith & Stanley Jacobs 
Jon Barfield & Vivian Carpenter Pier DeRoo Roger Janas 
Kathy & Rodger Barnum Sandra F. Disner Rhonda & Edward Johnson 
Katharine & Matthew Barrett Stacey & Brian Dublynn Melissa A Johnson 
Brian A Bash Sandra K. Eisenberger Charles W Joiner 
Susan & Dale Bass Kathryn G. Ekker Chatoris P. Jones 
Daren J. Batke Jacqueline & Lawrence Elkus Jean-Louis Joris 
Joyce I. Bear Phoebe Ellsworth & Samuel Gross Yong-Nam Jun 
Anita & Stuart Beeber Woodrow R. English Douglas A Kahn 
Calvin & Leah Bekins Deborah & Roy Evans Yale Kamisar 
Janice R. Bellace Frederick Feinstein Robin A Kaplan 
Jaime & Michael Ben Michael Fichtner Patricia R. Karnjate 
Jennifer L. Benedict Sandra Fisher Harry C. Katz 
MarcyW Bern Geof Follansbee Linda & Robert Keiter 
Amy B. Bernstein Francine & Arthur Friedman Damon J. Keith 
Judy & Kenneth Betz Richard D. Friedman Valerie Keller Brennan 
Sharon Bilbrew-Hubbard & Richard Hubbard Barbara Fuldner Amy E. Kellogg 
Tara & Scott Blick Alfred Gade Angela & Charles Kennedy 
Cindy & David Boger Georgia T Garner R. Steven Kestner 
Anne & Robert Boomer Lucas R. George" Judith Kilbourne 
Jennifer M. Boueri Howard J. Gezonl Carolyn L. Kilsdonk1 
Jacques H. Bourgeois Julia S. Gibbons Myra M. Klarman 
Sandra & Jack Bowen Ari Gilder Barbara & David Klein 
Peter Bowen James S Gilmore Debra & Mark Klein 
Thomas A Brackett Sandra K. Gingold Virginia Kline & Robert Wolff 
Roger Brosnahan Janice M. Glander Pamela M. Klingbeil 
Kenneth A Brower Barbara S. Godfrey Katherine Kong 
James J. Brudney Gabriel Gold Robert A Kotick 
Susan & John Brumback Joseph M. Golden Karen L. Kraft 
Carol Brun Del Re Matthew R. Goldman Joe Krauss & Catherine Neill 
Gary L. Bryenton Beatrice H. Goldstone Gerald Kretmar 
Anita & Richard Buckwalter Richard Graham Benedicta & Hans Kruger 
Elizabeth H. Butler Elizabeth E. Grden" Barbara & Jeffrey Kurland 
Margaret S. Callesen Ruth & Tom Green Barbara G. Ladewski 
Joan Carter Ring' Joan D. Gussin Mary S Lamont 
Elizabeth Caspe William B. Hackett Sarah Lampert 
David L. Chambers Daniel Halberstam & Ellen Katz Douglas Laycock & Teresa Sullivan 
Valerie C. Chambers Benjamin Halbig Kimberly A LeClair 
Alina Charniauskaya" Sheila & Steve Hamp Robert Licht 
Jesse H. Choper Julia Hansen Dorothy C Liles 
Debra Chopp & Gil Seinfeld Suzanne Hard Thomas A Lilien 
Judith & Howard Christie Mallory A Harris Robert C. Lin 
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Nancy & Dennis Lippert 
Jessica D. Litman 
Liesel Litzenburger-Meijer & Hendrik Meijer 
Min & Paul Liu 
Sophia W Luong 
Joy Macdonald* 
Susan & John Magee 
Katherine Marsh 
Jerry A May 
Linda K. Maybee 
Stephen Mayer 
Susan McBurney 
Alexandra W Mccann 
Virginia McCormick* 
Joey H. McCune 
Kathryn & Bernard McGilton 
Nancy & Steve McKown 
Allen S. Mehler 
Douglas F Meiier 
Lena Meijer 
Starr Meijer 
Alice & Samuel Meisels 
Gail & Lewis Meredith 
Laurie J Michelson 
Donald M. Miller 
Anne B. Milligan 
Sherry Mitteldorf 
Adolfo Molinari 
Ellen & George Mozurkwich 
George Mullins 
,ll,aron M. Nathan 
Isabel H. Nauman: 
Darren Nealy 
Matteo Pierangelo Negrinotti 
Mary D. Nelson 
Udella & James Newman 
Jane H. Nordlund* 
Catherine & Matthew O'Donnell 
Maureen B. Oleary 
Robert J Oloughlin 
Brian P O'Neill 
Maria L. Ontiveros 
Susan M. Osbeck 
June & Gary Owens 
Cristiano Paixao 
Lana A Panagoulia 
Ellin & Joseph Paquette 
Helen A Pearson*l 
Robert Peterson 
Nancy S. Pickus 
Andrew Pietro 
Carol S. Posthumus 
Alice B. Potter*l 
Sarah & James Prescott 
Geoffrey Rapp 
Joy G Raywid 
Avis & Jack Redwine 
John W Reed 
Donald H. Regan 
Paul D. Reingold 
Maureen & Jeffrey Rider 
1\Jicholas J Rine 
Elizabeth Rios 
Carol Ann & Richard Roberts 
Rosemarie Roberts 
Mary M. Roby 
Ann C. Rohr 
Kenneth Rubenstein 
Amy Rudnick & Michael Zeldin 
Krissa C. Rumsey 
Alan J Salle 
Carla & Richard Sally 
Terrance Sandalow 
Shirley & Richard Sargent 
Mary K. Say 
Daly & David Schreck 
Paul R. Schwankl 
Randee C. Seiger* 
Thelma & Daniel Shapiro 






Matthew H. Specht 
Carolyn R. Spencer 
Coreen L Spencer 
Daniel W Spencer 
Esther A Spencer 
Caitlin H. Steinberg 
Nick N. Stephens 
Jo Ann C. Stevenson 
Margaret H. Steward 
Richard F Suhrheinrich 
Mary E. Swartzbaugh 
Garry Swetz 
Mary L. Swift 
Daniela A Tagtachian" 
Steven C Taub 
Perry I. Teicher" 
Sandra & Martin Tessler 
Ileane & Bruce Thal 
R. Kevin Thieme 
Kimberly A Thomas 
Bonnie M. Thomson 
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Barbara I. Thurber 
Marcy Tucker 




Mirdza S. Vitins 
Michael S. Wald 
Donna L Walters 
Donald E. Ward'' 
Joann Warren 
Susan Wartel I 
Paula Squire Waterman 
Peter M. Wegel 
Fred Weisman 
Donna K. Wetzel 
James B. White 
Louise & Richard Wiesner 
Kathie E. Wilder 
Laura & Paul Will iams 
Richard J Williams 
Beverley & Stanley Willson 
Louise J Wirbel 
Edward C Wolfe 
Jane K. Wood 
Dana Wothe 





The following law firms, corporations, foundations, and nonprofit organizations 





American Eagle Lifecare 





Arnoid & Ponor 
AT&T 
Baker & Hos [ell er 
Bank of the Wes: 
Bay Area Worne:i's Cemer 
Bernhardt and Stra\'.ser 
Biogen Idec 
8'turnir •. 1us Casualty Compary 
Blackfiock 
llNSF Railway Company 
BorgWarner 
BP 
Bracewell & Giuliani 
Brisrol-f,·lyers Squibb 
Burhenc & Gest 
California Wellness FoJ:1ci1tion 
Capital Group Ccmpanies 
Cargil: 
Carls Foundation 
Casey Family Programs 
Chicago Trading Compt1ny 
Clark Hill 




Commu:1i1y F~undation for 
Southeast Michigan 
Con Edirnn 
Covington & Burl ing 
Davis Polk & Wardwell 
Dawda iV'ann 
!Jeloi'ie 
Dswitt C. Hoibrcok Memcrial Fund 
Di11sn;ore & Sidi 
Oiocover Financial Servirns 
Dorsey & Wr1i ll·ey 
Dow Chemical Compa11y 
Dow Coming Corporation 
Drinker Biddie & Reath 





Edward rvL Nagel Foundation 
Eli Lil lv :;nd Company 
Erman Teiche" Miller LL:cKer & Freedman 
Ernst & Young 
ETG Capital Advisors 
E1i1e~ and James Flinn Foundation 
Exelon Corpura ti on 
Exxonfvlobil 
Faegre Baker Daniels 
Fidelity 
Fifth ihira Bank 
Fine & Greer,walci Foundation 
Firs; ChJrci1of 1he Brnthren 
Flom Family Foundation 
Fluor 
Flush;11g I.ions Club 
Frank & Denise Quattrone Foundation 
Fredd:e fvlac Foundation 
Freshfields 8rocki1aus Deririger 
.:Jsne;al Electric 
George H. Deuble Foundation 
George X. Simonetta Truot 
Godwi11 Morris Laurenzi & Bloomfield 
Google 
Greensfelder Hemker & Gale 
Health Care REIT 
Heart of Illinois United Wal' 
Henry E. Niles Foundation 







Illinois Tool Works 
Independence Foundation 
Ing red ion 
Invest :Je;;oit 
Jaffe P3itt Heuer & Weiss 
Jc.mer & Block 
Joe & Sandy Samberg Foundation 
John Paul Stevens Fellowship Fo~ndation 
Johnson & Johr1son 
Jones Day 
Joseph l Brnberi 
JPMorgan Chcse 
Jui 1e & Cecil fvlcDole C11aritable Fund 
Kasowitz Benson Torres & Friedma11 
Katten Muchin Rosenman 
Kirkland & E!lis 
KPfvlG 
Larkin Hoffman Daly & Li:1dgren 
Lai! 1am & Wa1ki:1s 
Lockheed Martin 
fvlarsha' A Garmo PC 







fvlerck & Co. 
Michigan Law Review Society 
Michigan State Bar 
Microsoft 




Mori Hamada & Matsurr,oto 
fvlorrison & Foersrnr 
MotivAction 
Mt Zion Baptist Church 
National Conference of Bar Examiners 
New York Life 
New York Stock Exchange 
Northern Trust 
Northwestern Mutual Life 
Nucle1r Electric Insurance Limited 
Nuveen Investments 
Okiah011a City Commu:1ity Foundation 
O'Melver.y & fvlyers 
Oppenheimer & Co 
Parker Hannifir1 
Paul Weiss Rifkind Wharton & Garrison 




Principa: Financi<:I Group 
Principal fvlutual Life Insurance 





SK Yee Foundation 
Sempra Energy Foundation 
Seward & Kissel 
Shook Hardy & Bacon 
Sidley Austin 




State Bar of fvlichigan 
Steelcase 
Sullivan & Cromwell 
SunTrust 
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan 
TCF Bank 
Theo 
Thomson Reuters My Community Program 
Townsend & Lockett 
U Ventures 
Uniform Law Commission 
University of Michigan Club of Cleveland 




Vinson & Elkins 





Wil1iam G. fvlcGowan Charitable Fund 
WiimerHale 
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati 
Winston & Strawn 
Woodward Asset fvlanagement 
Workuay 
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CAVAEDIUM SOCIETY DONORS 
The Law School Fund is an important source of discretionary funding for the 
Law School, and provides resources for student support, faculty recruitment and 
retention, and programmatic support. Because the Law School Fund impacts 
every element of life at Michigan Law, our leadership-level donors are members 
of the Cavaedium Society, which is Latin for "the inner part of a Quadrangle." 
We are grateful to the following donors who have given $2,500 or more to the 
Law School Fund during the 2014 fiscal year, and are thereby recognized as 
Cavaedium Society donors. 
3M Arthur Brooks Spencer Denison & Kara Horner Arthur Gaudi 
Richard & Connie Adams Michael & Wendy Brosse Ethan & Hadley Dettmer L. Andrew Gifford 
Kimberly & Oscar Alcantara John Bruff Stephen & Peggy Diamond Gregg & Deborah Gilman 
Paul Alexander & Janet Cooper Alexander Barba ra Bruno & Steven L. Harris Steven & Li sa Diamond Roger & Sandra Goldman 
Nicole Allen & Andrew Levin Lawrence & Valerie Bullen Robert & Anne Diehl Stuart & Bess Goldring 
Nelson Alston Georgia & Richard Bullitt Martin & Rebecca Diloreto Edward & Rhoda Goldstein 
James & Sheila Amend Michael Burlant & Elizabeth Elting-Buriant Dinsmore & Shohl Lefan Gong 
Bijan Amini & Marcie Goldstein Richard & Elizabeth Burns TC. Donnelly & Carolyn Bitetti William & Jennifer Goodspeed 
Debra Armbruster & Richard Fromm David Callahan & Terri Abruzzo William & Leslie Doster Robert & Mary Ann Gori in 
David & Carol Armitage Celia & Fred Campbel l-Mohn Dow Chemical Company Drnw & Tara Grabel 
Robert & Deborah Armitage Robert Canfield Jennifer B. Duchene Richard & Pamela Gray 
Jack Armstrong Joan Carter Ring Todd M. DuChene James & Jane Griswold 
Gregory Arovas & Susan Kohn David & Ann Case Mitchell Dunitz Edward & Ronnie Grossmann 
Joseph Ashby William & Janet Cassebaum DuPont Carolyn Grunst & Mitchell Holzrichter 
Paul & Michelle Astolfi Christi ne Castellano Dykema Gossett Anne Gust Brown & Edward Brown 
Nora Bailey & James Lurie Bruce Celebrezze Jonathan Eager & Nancy Klehr Bryan & Holly Hales 
Gary & Susan Baker Michele Chaffee & Adam Nordin Michael Edsa ll & Lorri Ahl Jeffrey & Renee Hall 
Robert Baker Laura Chamberlain & Mark J. Stein John & Ronna Edwards Paul Hamburger & Nancy Frumkin 
Beverly Bartow & James Stengel Steven & Sandy Chameides Thomas & Claudia Elf Kenneth & Judith Handmaker 
James & Phyl I is Beatty Raymond Champion! Geoffrey & Susan Entress Michael & Martha Hardy 
Dennis & Janet Bedell Richard & Cherylyn Cieri Richard Epling & Suzanne Braley Robin Harrison & Katherine Watkins 
Steven & Mary Beilke Anton Claessens Ernst & Young H. Donald & Jane Hawkins 
Theodore Bendall & Janet Houghton Clark Hill Katherine Erwin & Dirk Vankoughnett Richard Helzberg 
Bendall Andrew & Holly Clubok ExxonMobil Foundation 1imothy & Frances Hester 
Alexander Bennett & Brooksley Born Maryjo R. Cohen Nancy & Stephen Falk James & Lee Hilton 
James Berger Comcast Fred & Kay Fathe Scott & Maria Hodes 
Stanley & Lillian Bergman Mattie Peterson Compton Stuart & Ellen Feldstein Nathan Hole 
Bruce & Joan Bickner Thomas & Lisa Connop Robert & Marla Ferencz Jonathan Hollingsworth 
Richard Billings Christopher & Margaret! Cooke Amy & Chris Findley James & Eileen Holzhauer 
Arthur & Janice Block Edward & Nancy Cooper Fine & Greenwald John Hoyns 
Howard & Carol Boigon Nona Cox John Finger Chang-Tien Huang 
Heidi S. Bond Dewey & Nancy Crawford Scott Fink & Kathy Klein Gretchen & John Hudson 
Paul & Page Bondor Dennis A. Darin Paul Fisher Harold Hunter 
Robert & Lee Borthwick Kirk A. Davenport Morgan! & Helen' Fitch Fritz & Barbara Hunting 
Hildy Bowbeer William K. Davenport Harold & Emily Ford Wayne & Amelia Inman 
Bracewell & Giuliani James Davidson & Julia Loewy Scott & Maria Fowkes Barbara Jane Irwin 
James & Kathryn Brandt Karin Day & Nicholas Kingsley Ron Franklin Frieda & Frederic Jacobs 
Edward Bransilver David & Elizabeth DeBruin Charles & Marie Frederickson Seth & Trudy Jacobson 
Karl & Darlene Braunschneider James & Teresa DeChene James Funaki David & Sue Jamison 
David & Emily Breach Darnel & Catherine DeMarco Kerry Ga lvin Nicholas Janiga & Kimberly Salsbury 
Frederick & Helen Brenner Paul Denis & Cheryl Edwards Yi Gao Emily Janz 
........ ... ....... . ..... ... .. .... ... . ........ . ............. . ...... 
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Anita & James Jenkins Michael & Diane Marston James Phillipp Ronald Saltman & Judith Cram 
Diane & Sidney Jensen Dennis Martin Donald & Mary Ellen Pierce Philip & Victoria Sotiroff 
William & Janet Jentes Ou inn & Jane Martin Charles & Roberta Polzin Laurence Louis Spitters 
Pran & Debbie Jha C. Raymond Marvin Bruce & Dana Posey Squire Sanders 
Kenneth & Sandra Johnson Michael Mazzuchi & Anne Andrews Richard & Ruth Postma Gillian & Bruce Steinhauer 
Rene & Gaylord Johnson J. Thomas & Nancy McCarthy Raymond! & Al ice Potter: Robert P Stockman 
Thomas & Catherine Johnson Robert' & Virginia McCormick Lee Powar David & Carol Stone 
Robert Johnston Guy H. McMichael Sean Powers Stanley & Sylvia Stroup 
Meredith Jones Genevieve Mcsweeney Ryan Victor & Anna Ptasznik Maureen Sweeney & Steve Zutovsky 
James & Katherine Jordan & Frederick Ryan John & Siri Ouitmeyer Thomas & Susan Sweeney 
Barbara Kacir Creighton & Pamela Meland William & Cynthia Rainey Allan & Bonnie Sweet 
Douglas & Maryl Kahn James & Amy Melvin Chad Readier Aidan Synnott & Elizabeth Grayer 
Gen Kajitani Barbara Mendelson & David Brody Martin & Dorothy Recchuite Kent Syverud & Ruth Chen 
Mary Kane Stephen Merkel John & Suzanne Redpath Charles & Joyce Thomas 
David H. Kaplan Mark & Judy Mihanovic William & Dorothy Rees David & Terri Thomas 
Frank & Ann-Rose Kaplan Jeffrey & Beth Miller W Robert & Sherry Re um Charles & Suzanne Thornton 
Randall Kaplan & Kathy Manning W Todd & Rebecca Miller Laura Ricketts Roger & Jerry Tilles 
John & Ann Kemp Miller Canfield Trisha Rich Stephen Tomlinson 
Raymond & Cynthia Kepner David Moran & Kristine Olsson Andrew & Susan Richner Samuell Tsoutsanis 
Robert Kheel & Leslie Mazza Mark Moran & Beverly Pringle Richard & Judith Riggs Ellisen Turner 
Arnold & Joan Kiburz James Mordy Robert & MaryAlice Rippe Henry Udow & Regina Pitchon 
Stephen & Ethel Kikoler Michael Morris & Richard Blinka! Frank Roberts Daniel & Barbara Van Dyke 
Wil liam & llze King Richard Morrissey Burt & Adrienne Rosen Janet VanAlsten & Robert Dion 
Frederic Klein R. Stan Mortenson David & Christine Rosso Christian Verbeeck & Brigitte Gobin 
James & Judith Kleinberg Larry & Jarina Mowrer Paul & Cynthia Roye A. Paul & Ellen Victor 
Andrew & Dietrich Klevorn David & Louise Mueller Michael Rufkahr Gregg Vignos 
Robert & Jamie Knauss Terence Roche Murphy & Patricia Richard Ruland John & Ellen Villa 
S Timothy Kochis & Penelope Wong Sherman-Murphy Kevin & Lisa Russell George Vinyard & Judith Shepelak 
W Robert Kohorst & Shelley Allen Nancy Nagel Larry Salustro Jackman & Jane Vodrey 
Daniel & Ann Kolb John & Carole Nannes Daniel Sandberg Deirdre & Kurt van Moltke 
Joel & Sharon Krischer Edurne Navarro-Varona & Leo Verhoeff Richard & Linda Saslow Robb & Loretta Voyles 
Steven Kroll Charles & Patricia Nelson B. Lance Sauerteig Gregory & Megan Walker 
Robert & Jeri Krueger Robert Adrienne Nelson Neal Sawatzke Donald Wardl 
Walter & Elaine Kurczewski Gary & Sally Nickele Rick Scarola & Nancy Hament Valdemar & Ada Washington 
Catherine & Kevin LaCroix John & Patricia Nickoll Colin E. Schreck Robin Weaver 
Warren Laddon & Paula Cramer Matthew & Nina Nolan John & Mary Schippel William & Jeannette Webb 
James Lamb Adam Nordin Jon & Diana Sebaly Rainer Weigel 
Anne Larin Jane Nordlund Josephl & Randee Seiger Barbara & William Welke 
Tiiiman Lay Richard & Gloria Norwitt Oliver & Meredith Seikel Janet Weller 
Daniel & Kerrie Laytin Gerald & Marcia Nowak Robin Shaffert Wel ls Fargo 
Roger & Brenda Legg Nuveen Investments Edward & Joanne Shank Richard & Sara Werder 
George Lennon Eric & Carolyn Oesterle James & Margie Shaughnessy James & Nancy White 
David Lentz & Marguerite Lentz Michael & Marlene Olin J. Michael & Deborah Shepherd John & Carol Williams 
Alan & Barbara Lepene William O'Neill & Mary Richardson Langley & Karen Shook Peter Williamson 
Jerome & June Libin Robert & Marcia Paley Melvin & Thelma Shorten John & Helga Wise 
John & Dominika Lansberg Thomas & Susan Palmer Robert & Sherry Shuman Peter Wittkuhnsl 
Simon & Ludmila Lorne Brittany Parling Janice Siegel & Lloyd Marks Georgetta Wolff 
David & Janet Love Donald Parshall Rick & Jeanne Silverman Kurt & Sanda Wolff 
John & Patricia Lummis Garo Partoyan & Beverly Meadows Daniel Singer Michael & Julianne Woronoff 
Joy Macdonald David & Carolyn Patterson John Sloss John & Christine Worthington 
Gary & Diana Macek John & Pamela Payne George Smrtka Richard & Barbara Young 
Alexander & Jane MacKinnon Claude & Helen! Pearson Mary Snapp & Spencer Frazer Stanley & Barbara Zax 
Russell Makowsky & Melanie Katzman William & Terry Pelster Larry Snyder Joseph & Lynda Zengerle 
Deborah Marlowe Sanford & Jody Perl Richard & Kerala Snyder Xiangyu Zhang 
Edward & Barbara Marod Louis & Barbara Perlmutter John & Wanda Sobieski Gifford & Paula Zimmerman 
Charles & Cynthia Marquis John Person & Kathleen Tighe John & Agneta Solomon David & Elizabeth Zott 
Nathaniel & Catherine Marrs John & Janet Petrovski Justin W Solomon 
.... ... ... ...... ... ... . ..... ............. ... ... 




Dear Friend of Michigan Law, 
When "Victors for Michigan" was chosen as the theme for our current campaign, it was chosen with people like you in mind. 
The Annual Report of Giving-which includes gifts made to the Law School between July 1, 2013, and June 30, 2014-
is a celebration of those who have chosen to be victors for the Lavv School this past fiscal year. I am grateful for each and 
every one of them. 
This is an important time for Michigan Law The legal profession continues to change, and potential applicants continue to 
scrutinize the choice of a career in law very carefully Yet amid uncertainty, the University of Michigan Law School remains 
strong. It remains a place where students want to learn, faculty !ove to teach, and alumni proudly remain engaged. Michigan 
Law remains a place that produces truly exceptional lawyers. 
In many respects, the Law School's strength lies in your hands. Everything that makes Michigan Law able to attract incredible 
students, educate them so well, and prepare them for diverse professional paths would not be possible without your help. 
We recruit the best students because they are drawn to the quality of our faculty, the breadth of our curriculum, the innovative 
nature of our experiential learning opportunities, and our ability to offer financial assistance during their time in the Quad 
(through scholarships and summer funding) and after (through post-grad fellowships and loan repayment assistance) All of 
these elements are supported by the Law School Fund and gifts like yours. 
The Annual Report of Giving illustrates that we all have a part to play in helping Michigan Lavv achieve its ambitious goals in 
the Victors for Michigan campaign. No single donor will fund our campaign . Instead, alumni across grad years, geography, and 
career paths will do what they can to give back to the school that has given them so much. That's why every gift matters to us. 
Together, vve will be victors for Michigan Law 
Thank you for your continued support of our great Lavv School. 
Sincerely, 
Mark D. West 
Dean 
Nippon Life Professor of Law 
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